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ABSTRACT 

A survey is given of supersymmetry and supergravity and their phenomenology. Some of the 
topics discussed are the basic ideas of global supersymmetry, the minimal supersymmetric Standard 
Model (MSSM) and its phenomenology, the basic ideas of local supersymmetry (supergravity), grand 
unification, supersvmmetry breaking in supergravity grand unified models, radiative breaking of 
SU{2) x 17(1), proton decay, cosmological constraints, and predictions of supergravity grand unified 
models. While the number of detailed derivations are necessarily limited, a sufficient number of 
results are given so that a reader can get a working knowledge of this field. 

1. Introduction 
The Standard Model (SM) with three generations of quarks and leptons, 

based on the gauge group 517(3) x 517(2) x 1/(1) and possessing one Higgs doublet to 
realize electroweak breaking, is in excellent agreement with all current data. In fact, 
the Standard Model is one of the most successful theories ever constructed, and at 
present accounts for all microscopic physics. In spite of this, there is a general 
belief that the theory carries within it the seeds of its own destruction, and should 
be expected to break down in the TeV energy domain. A number of suggestions 
have been made to generalize the ideas of the SM to circumvent its problems but yet 
reduce to it at energies ~ 100 GeV (and hence maintain its successes). These include 
supersymmetry models, technicolor models, and models based on the existance of a 
it condensate. Each of these are different ways of treating the quadratic divergence 
of the Higgs boson self energy. 

The simplest technicolor models appear to be inconsistent with current LEP 
data [1], though more complicated models may be able to evade this problem. The 
simplest models of ft condensates favor a rather heavy t-quark (mt ~ 200 Gev) and 
a heavy Higgs boson (mB ~ 300 GeV) which, while not excluded, is not favored 
by current LEP data [2]. Again more complicated models may be able to modify 
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these predictions. On the other hand, there has been the first indication of super-
symmetric grand unification arising from the precision measurement at LEP and 
elsewhere of the SM coupling constants ax{Mz), a2(Mz), as(Mz) at scale Q = Mz. 
Using the renormalization group equations, grand unification does not occur for 
the SM, but does appear to take place for its supersymmetrized version at a Gut 
scale of [3] MG a; 10" GeV. This may, of course, be just a numerical accident, but 
if one takes this result seriously, it suggests the validity of the combined ideas of 
supersymmetry and grand unification. Further, in order to combine supersymmetry 
and grand unification, in a phenomenologically viable way, one needs to make use 
of local supersymmetry i.e. supergravity. It thus appears to be of interest to ask 
what other phenomena can one use to test the validity of supergravity grand unified 
models. 

In these talks, we will survey various aspects of supersymmetry and super-
gravity Gut models. While it will not be possible to give here the derivation of 
many of the basic results, the talks will be pedagogic in the sense that enough will 
be included to give a working knowledge of this area of particle physics, as well as 
some of the recent results. While supergravity may be viewed to arise as a conse
quence of string theory, we won't impose any particular string assumptions on the 
analysis. The natural scale for superstring theory is the Planck scale 

MPt = (87r<3jv)"1/2 = 2.4 x 10" GeV (1) 
Since MG/MPt « 10"2 it may be that string effects are small corrections to super-
gravity Gut models, and that such models are thus reasonably self contained and 
represent another "way station" on the road to a more fundamental theory. 

2. What ' s Wrong with the Standard Model? 

The Standard Model (SM) with three generations of quarks and leptons is 
based on the gauge group SU(3)C x SU{2)i x U(1)Y where C = color, L = left and 
Y = hypercharge. Quarks and leptons are left-handed doublets and right-handed 
singlets: 

9? = («»di) L ; uiR,diR', If = (i/,-,Ci)i; e j * (2) 

where s = 1,2,3 is the generation index and a = 1,2 is the SU(2)i doublet index. In 
addition there is a Higgs doublet: 

H° = (^K^);Ha = eafiH^ (3) 
With £aff = — Effa Mid £ 1 2 = + 1 . 

The dynamics of the SM consists of the gauge interactions, the Yukawa 
coupling and the Higgs potential. The first are constructed in the usual way: 

3„ -• 0„ - t f c^ IS + toBfT? + sfB^Y/2) (4) 
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where T% = (A°/2; 0) for (quarks; leptons, Higgs), where the A°, a = 1-.-8 are Gell-
Mann matrices: T£ = (rm/2; 0) for SU(2)i (doublets; singlets), where the rm are 
Pauli matrices; and Y is defined by Q = T% + r/2. The ^4°(*), B™(x) and B^ are the 
color gluons, and the SU{2)L and hypercharge gauge bosons, and 53, 32 and rf are 
their corresponding coupling constants. 

The Yukawa interactions are specified by the potential 

Vy = X^HaiiiBqf + \fH°qfdRj + \lfH°J°eRj (5) 

where AJ"'rf'e) are the Yukawa coupling constant. The Higgs potential is given by 

Va = -m2H^H° + X(H°^Ha)3; m2, A > 0 (6) 
The Higgs potential gives rise to a spontaneous breaking of SU(2) x U(l) due to the 
peculiar sign chosen in the mass term. One finds, inserting H^ = (v + H^0)')/y/2, 
where v = yf2 < H ( 0 ) >, that minimizing Vu yields v = m2jy/2\ and the Higgs boson 
fr(0>' then possesses a positive tree level (mass)2 of m% = 2m2 > 0. The Yukawa 
interactions then gives rise to masses for the quarks and leptons, and by making 
unitary transformations on the R and L fields one may go to the mass diagonal 
states, which for the down quarks are d- = Vydj where V is the CKM matrix. The 
current experimental evaluations of V-,j are given in Ref. [4]. The gauge interactions 
also give rise to W± and Z boson masses e.g. Mw = <fet?/2 which implies v = 246 GeV. 
Alternately one may write 

Mw=*?yL (7) 

showing that mH sets the electroweak mass scale. 
The SM has passed a very large number of experimental tests and is currently 

in excellent agreement with all the data. However, from the theoretical side, many 
aspects of the SM are unsatisfactory, leading one to suspect that one is seeing the 
low energy manisfestation of some more fundamental theory. We list here some of 
these difficulties: 

(i) The SM has 19 adjustable parameters. These are 3 lepton masses (m€,mf,,mT)\ 
6 quark masses (mU j,md j,i = 1,2,3); 3 coupling constants a s = gf/4jr, a 2 = gf/47r, 
ay - S*/4*; 4 parameters in the CKM matrix (3 angles, 1 CP violating phase); 
2 Higgs potential parameters (A,m2); and the strong CP violating parameter 
(8QCDF£VFZV)- One must go to experiment to fit these [4], (The current bounds 
on mt and ma are mt > 118 GeV (CDF) and mB > 62.5 GeV (combined LEP 
analysis). Clearly a fundamental theory is expected to have fewer arbitrary 
parameters. 

(ii) The breaking of 517(2) x U(l) is inserted by hand (by choosing -m2 in Eq. (6) 
instead of +m2), rather than being a consequence of the theoretical principles 
of the model. Thus while the SM can accommodate spontaneous electroweak 
breaking, it does not explain its origin. 
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(iii) There is no real electroweak unification as the SM group is a product group. 
Also there is a mysterious symmetry between quarks and leptons: both have 
L particles (not anti-particles) as SU{2) doublets and both obey the relation 
Q = Ta+Y/2 which relates quark and lepton charges. This suggests the existence 
of grand unification with SU{Z) x 517(2) x (7(1) embedded in a simple group [e.g. 
5(7(5) or O(10)] with quarks and leptons appearing in the same representation. 

(iv) Perhaps the most serious issue is the "gauge hierarchy'' problem. The loop 
corrections to ma (an example is given in Fig. 1) are quadratically divergent 
leading to a mass 

ms * = 2m2 + c(5/4ir) A2 (8) 

H H 

Figure 1: One loop correction to Higgs mass from Higgs couplings to quarks. 

where a is a coupling constant, and A is the cutoff. One may view A as the scale 
where new physics occurs (which cuts off the quadratic divergence). How high 
can A be? As A increases, m# (which by Eq. (7) scales electroweak physics) 
increases, and hence the electroweak scale is driven close to the large scale A. 
This is known as the "gauge hierarchy'' problem. An alternate possibility is 
to choose m2 to cancel the large loop correction. This then results in the "fine 
tuning" problem. For example if A = MG ~ 1016 GeV, one must fine tune m2 

to 24 decimal places (!) and in fact troubles begin already in the TeV region. 
Thus one expects the SM to break down in the TeV domain, which is why the 
SSC and LHC are expected to uncover new physics. 

3. Global Supersymmetry 

Supersymmetry attempts to shed light on items (ii), (iii) and (iv) above. 
It only makes a small amount of progress on item (i), which presumably needs a 
much deeper theory to approach (such as string theory). We discuss first global 
supersymmetry. 
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Supersymmetry is a symmetry between bosons and fermions, i.e. it requires 
that the number of bose and fermi helicity states in a multiplet be equal. It was 
first introduced on purely "aesthetic" grounds, that nature should be even handed 
between boson and fermions. 

One may realize supersymmetry (SUSY) algebraically in the following way 
[5]. Let Qa be a L spinor obeying the following anti-commutation relations [6]: 

{Qo,Ql} = -2(PLTM'r0)al>Pr (9) 

{Qa,Q/»} = tQa,-Pj = 0 = lPM»̂ ] (10) 
where P" is the energy momentum vector and PL = ( 1 - T 5 ) / 2 . Eqs. (9,10) are referred 
to as a "Graded Lie Algebra". One has that M2 =• -P^P,, is a Casimir operator and 
so all states in a SUSY multiplet have the same mass. One may now verify that 
each such multiplet has an equal number bose and fermi states: Define the Witten 
index (-1)N> where Nf is the operator whose eigenvalues are number of fermions in 
a state. Since Qa is a fermionic operator, it must anti-commute with (—1)"'. Hence 
if TV is the trace over the states of a multiplet we have 

Tr[(-1)»'{Q0,Q*}] = Tr[-g o (- l)^Q++(-l) J V /Qtg a 

= 0 (11) 

But by Eq. (9) this implies 

O = Tr(-1)N'PM = P'ltTr{-l)N' (12) 
where J* is the (common) eigenvalue of the multiplet. Thus Tr(-\)Nt = 0 for P£ jt o 
and hence the number fermi and bose states must be equal when summed over the 
multiplet. 

The above considerations would be an amusing toy were it not for two re
markable theorems. The first of these is the following [7]: Aside from an irrelevant 
generalization [8], the only graded algebra for an 5-matrix constructed from a local 
relativistic quantum field theory is the supersymmetry algebra. Thus supersymme
try is unique i.e. it is the only graded extension of Lorentz covariant field theory. 

We mention now several special features of SUSY systems. Taking the trace 
of Eq. (9) gives 

P°sH= |(QQt + QtQ) > 0 ( 1 3) 

i.e. the Hamiltonian is always a positive semi-definite operator. If the vacuum 
state is supersymmetric, i.e. Qa\0 >= 0 = Q+|0 > then the vacuum energy vanishes: 
Evae =< 0|iJ|0 >= 0. If there is spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry, i.e. Qa|0 >^ 
0 and Q+\0 ># 0, then Evac =< 0\H\0 > > 0. This suggests that it may be difficult to 
break supersymmetry as the symmetric vacuum always lies lower than the broken 
vacuum. To break global SUSY one must arrange it so that the symmetric vacuum 
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does not exist (i.e. is not an extrema of the effective potential). In fact, for a wide 
class of systems it can be shown that if SUSY doesn't break at the tree level, it 
doesn't break with quantum corrections [9]. 

The simplest SUSY multiplets are the massless ones which consist of states 
of spin s and * +1/2. For model building, we will need the following: 
(i) Chiral muitiplet: (*(*), *(*)) 

This consists of z(x), a complex scalar field (s = 0), and *(*) a L Weyl spinor. 
There are thus 2 bose and 2 fermi states in this muitiplet. These multiplets can 
be used to represent matter, since quarks and leptons are represented by L Weyl 
spinors. The z(x) fields are additional spin zero fields needed for supersymmetry-the 
"squarks" and "sleptons". 
(ii) Vector muitiplet: (V(*),A(x)) 

This consists of V(x), a real vector field (« = 1) and X(x) a Majorana spinor 
(« = 1/2). Again there are 2 bose and 2 fermi states (a massless vector boson has 
only 2 helicity states). This muitiplet can be used to represent gauge bosons, the 
additional spinor A(x) being the supersymmetric "gaugino" partner. 

The dynamics of global SUSY consists of supersymmetrized gauge and Yukawa 
interactions: 
Gauge Interactions: Here there are three types of terms: (a) the bose gauge inter
actions obtained in the usual way by the replacement 

where V£,gi and If are the gauge bosons, gauge coupling constants and group 
representations for the sub-group Gt. (The full symmetry group may be a product 
group G - n.G.-); (b) the fermi gaugino interactions with the chiral multiplets 
(*m(x),Xm(aO), 

Cx = -iy/2Y,9i)tzlT?Xn> (15) 
«,m 

and (c) an additional bose contribution to the effective potential, the UD term", 

vD « \E^0.?A?; D! = £4,ir*m (16) 

Together, the interactions of Eqs. (14,15,16) are supersymmetric and gauge invari
ant. 
Yukawa Interactions: These are governed by a superpotential W(zm). (Note W is 
"holomorphic" in the sense it is a function of the z(x) but not the z*(x).) The bose 
Yukawa interactions are the "F term'' contribution to the effective potential 
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and the fermi Yukawa interactions are given by the Lagrangian term, 

*~i£*sS:* +»* (18) 

where xc means charge conjugate field. Again Eqs. (17,18) together are supersym
metric. 

Thus, given a gauge invariant superpotential W and the gauge group G, 
Eqs. (14)-(18) are a unique set of supersymmetric gauge invariant interactions. 

The above statement of supersymmetric dynamics leads to the second re
markable theorem of supersymmetry i.e. supersymmetric systems as described 
above have no quadratic divergences. More precisely, there is no renormalization at 
all for any of the couplings in the F term (i.e. in Vy). The only infinities of the the
ory are logarithmic infinities of wave function renormalizations and gauge coupling 
constant renormalizations [10]. Thus, not only is SUSY the unique graded extension 
of the SM [7], but it also eliminates the quadratic Higgs self mass divergence (which 
was the most serious theoretic disability of the SM). 

One can see how this comes about as follows. Not only does the Higgs have 
the usual interactions with quarks of the SM, but also, from VY, a squark interaction 
is required to maintain supersymmetry. This is shown in Fig. 2. Both diagrams 
are quadraticaUy divergent but with opposite sign. With perfect supersymmetry all 
divergences cancel! When supersymmetry is broken, the quark and squark masses 
are no longer degenerate and a logarithmic divergence survives. The cutoff A2 of 
Eq. (8) gets replaced, A2 -4 (m| - m*)/n(A2/m|). To avoid fine tuning we now require 
m$ ~ 1 TeV. Thus we expect the new SUSY particles to be within striking distance 
of current and planned accelerators. 

-O .6. 
q 

Figure 2: Higgs one loop corrections in supersymmetric models. Compare with the Standard Model 
diagram of Fig. 1. 

4. Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) 

The MSSM is the simplest supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model. 
One promotes each particle in the SM to either a chiral or vector supermultiplet. 
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The particle content is given in Table 1. Unique to the MSSM is the appearance 
now of two Higgs doublets, Hi and H2. Higgs doublets must come in pairs in SUSY 
models in order to cancel anomalies. Thus the Higgs boson has become a chiral 
multiplet, implying the existance now of the fermion Higgsinos, and hence to the 
danger of possible anomalies. (Anomalies only arise in fermionic triangle loops and 
so the SM does not have this problem.) A necessary condition to cancel anomalies 
is that J2Y{ ss o where Y is the hypercharge. One sees that YHl = -1 and YBi - +1 
so that the anomaly cancellation condition is obeyed when both Higgs doublets are 
present. (Anomalies in the quark and lepton sector of course cancel by the usual 
GIM mechanism). 

Vector Multiplets 
1=1 i=J_ 

X ), a = l---8 Aa(«), a = l - - 8 
gluons (g) gluinos (g) 

B$(x), Bl(x), a = 1,2,3 A«(x), XY(x), a = 1,2,3 
SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge bosons SU(2)L x U(1)Y gauginos 

Chiral Multiplets 
L=JL i^o 

(u,i, d,x); «,•«, dm («,£,, du); «•*, dm 
quarks (t = generation) squarks 

(viL, eiL); eiR (i>,i, en); e,« 
leptons sleptons 

Hi = (#f, fff); H2 = (H+, Hi) Hi = fl?, AT); H2 = (H+, H$) 
Higgsinos Higgs bosons 

Table 1. Particle content of the MSSM. 

The Yukawa couplings are obtained from the superpotential. From Eqs. 
(17,18), renormalizability and gauge invariance imply that Wis at most a sum of 
quadratic and cubic terms, 

W = W(2)+Wl*\ (19) 
and the general form that preserves baryon number (B) and lepton number (L) and 
is SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)Y invariant is [11] 

W<n=nH?Hia (20) 

W(3) = AJ^Sflfe.fif + AJfffi^df 
+ >$efHlae? (21) 
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where \{£d'e) are the Yukawa coupling constants as in Eq. (5). p is a parameter with 
dimensions of mass. Note that in the SM with only one Higgs doublet, B and L 
are automatically conserved. In SUSY, however, this is not the case as Hi has the 
same quantum numbers as the lepton doublets £,-. Thus it is possible, for example, 
to violate L by adding to Eq. (20) a term t?H3o [and similarly replace Hi by I,- in 
Eq. (21)]. We will not consider such models here. 

W ( 2 ) is a general mixing term between the two Higgs doublets and is scaled 
by the mass parameter p, while W<3) are the Yukawa couplings. When 5*7(2) x U(l) 
breaks, one expects, in general, both neutral components, H\ and H$, to grow VeVs. 
Thus one sees that <H$ > will give rise to u-quark masses, and < Hf > to d-quark 
and lepton masses. Further, one needs two distinct Higgs doublets to form the 
Yukawa interactions of Eq. (21) e.g. one could not use Hi in the u-quark term 
as it has the wrong hypercharge. One would need to use Hi to form an u-quark 
Yukawa term. But supersymmetry requires W to be holomorphic, i.e. a function of 
the scalar fields zm only and not of z*,. Hence a term with H\ is forbidden. Thus, 
two Higgs doublets are needed in supersymmetry both on fundamental grounds (to 
cancel anomalies) and on phenomenological grounds (so that both u and d quarks 
can grow masses), a neat matching of rather disparat requirements. 

After SU{2) x 17(1) breaks, there is a mixing of Higgsinos and SU(2) x £/(i) 
gauginos. Thus the H2 part of Eq. (15) for the 5*7(2) gauginos is 

CX = -iy/2g2Xi^{j)a0H^ + h.c 

-*-,V25ftA«'<F?>*(y) 0^ (22) 

Also, from Eq. (18) W<*> gives a mixing between Hi and H2: 

1 »oc (pw 

-• -liTFiHi,, (23) 

Thus one gets a mass matrix coupling Higgsinos and gauginos. The mass diagonal 
states are the 2 charginos (Winos) Wiy% = 1,2 (charged spin 1/2 Dirac fields) and 4 
neutralinos (Zinos) Z,-,» = 1---4 (neutral spin 1/2 Majorana fields). (We label our 
states such that m,- < m,- for * < j . ) . The W± and Z° bosons grow masses by the usual 
Higgs mechanism, absorbing a charged Higgs field and a hermitian neutral Higgs 
field from the Hi and H2 doublets. Thus there is left 3 neutral and one charged 
Higgs bosons which we denote as follows: h° and H° (CP even states), A9 (CP odd 
state) and if* (charged state). The h° is defined to be the Higgs boson that most 
closely resembles the SM Higgs. 

In summary then, the MSSM implies the existance of 32 SUSY particles 
(over and above the usual quarks and leptons of the SM): 12 squarks, 9 sleptons, 2 
Winos, 4 Zinos, 1 gluino and 4 Higgs bosons. 
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There still remains, however, the problem of supersymmetry breaking. In 
a supersymmetric multiplet, the bose and fermi states all have the same mass. 
Thus, for example, one a priori expects the squarks to be degenerate with the 
quarks. However, no light bosons of this type exist experimentally, which must mean 
that supersymmetry is a broken symmetry if it is to have any validity. The only 
satisfactory way of breaking a symmetry is by spontaneous breaking. As we saw, 
however, supersymmetry is very resistent to breaking, and no physically acceptable 
way of producing spontaneous breaking is known for global supersymmetry. One is 
thus reduced to adding, on purely phenomenological grounds, symmetry breaking 
terms in order to construct a viable model. However, one must do this in a fashion 
that still maintains the cancellation of the quadratic divergences. Such type of 
SUSY symmetry breaking is called "soft breaking" and only a limited number of 
symmetry breaking terms will do this [12]. 

The general form of soft breaking terms that one can add to the supersym-
metrized Standard Model is a contribution to the effective potential of the form 

VSB - m ^ 0 4 + [4V>Ai?g,H2tif + 4*A|f g,^ 1df 
+ A\?Al?tiH1ef + BtiH1H2 + h.c] (24) 

and a gaugino mass term 

-CL.. = -*.•*'* (25) 
Here {*„} are the set of scalar fields of the chiral multiplets and {A*} are all the 
gauginos. Thus m\b is the scalar mass matrix, A^'d'e) and B are soft breaking 
constants (sometimes called "Polonyi" constants) and m, are the gaugino Majorana 
masses [13]. This general form of the soft breaking terms then depends on 137 
parameters (or 87 if one assumes them all real)! Many, of course, can be eliminated 
on purely phenomenological grounds, but there would still be too many for the 
model to have much predictive value. Instead, a limited number are assumed to 
exist in the so called "Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model" (MSSM) which 
we now define by the following conditions: 

(i) The particle content is that of the supersymmetrized Standard Model with one 
pair of Higgs doublets (no extra "exotic" particles). 

(ii) All squarks (except perhaps the t-squarks) are degenerate. All sleptons are 
degenerate. 

(iii) Gaugino masses fhj, * = 1,2,3 for U(1)Y, SU(2)Ly SU(2)C obey 

my : mj : mj = ay : 02 : 03 (26) 

These assumptions greatly reduce the number of free parameters and make the 
theory phenomenologically useful, further, as we will see later, the MSSM is an 
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approximation to the low energy limit of supergravity Gut models (and in fact was 
constructed after the invention of the supergravity models). 

5. Experimental Bounds on SUSY Masses 

Experimental searches for SUSY particles have been on going for a decade 
now. Current bounds come from the Tevatron (CDF) and from the absence of 
SUSY particles in Z decays at LEP. We list these bounds now for reference. All 
analysis of experimental data has been done with the framework of the MSSM. 

Lower bounds on the gluino mass m-s and on the squark mass m$ are difficult 
to state as the bounds on the two particles are correlated and the bounds also 
depend on the parameters p and tan/? =< H2> / <H\>. At present, a full analysis 
of the CDF data has not been made but roughly one may say m$, m5 ~ 100 GeV 
if m5 ~ 400 GeV. Fig. 3 shows the parameter choice that has been analysed [14]. 
The excluded regions may change as y. and tan/3 are varied. 

500 

400 
> • " ^ 

« O \ > 300 SB o >»•• 

lv 200 
£ 

100 

0 
0 100 200 300 400 500 

mj- (GeV/c2) 

Figure 3: Excluded region in m$ - m$ for p = —250 GeV, tan/3 = 2 [CDF]. 

Bounds on the other SUSY particles come from LEP [15]. Since SUSY 
particles are created in pairs, the absence of them in Z decay generally gives a lower 
bound of approximately Mz/2 ~ 45 GeV (unless the coupling to the Z is anomalously 
small). One finds, in fact for the charged sleptons that m s, mA, m? > 45 GeV 
and mp > 42 GeV. The charginos and neutralinos are bounded by m^ > 45 GeV, 
and m^ > 20 GeV and m^ > 45 GeV for tan 0 > 3. The Higgs boson bounds are 
mh > 43 GeV, mA > 20 - 44 GeV, mH± > A3. GeV. However, if mA is large (m2

A » Ai|), 
the h boson couplings are similar to the Standard Model Higgs and the bound rises 
to mil > 62.5 GeV. 

One sees that if we expect the new SUSY particles to inhabit a domain 

(With Cascade Decays)^/* 
i 1 - * ' ' ' ' • • • • • ' " • 

' • T T - T T - ' ' - • • • ! - • • • 
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from somewhat below Mz up to about 1 TeV, the parameter space has not yet 
been much explored, and it is not too surprising that SUSY particles have not yet 
been discovered. In the near future, some of these bounds can be increased. Thus 
LEP200, with maximum luminosity and energy, should be able to detect the ft boson 
with mass up to 95 GeV, and the Wi up to 100 GeV. The Tevatron, with a data 
sample of 100 p b - 1 , could detect squarks (except the it) up to about 200 GeV, the 
ii up to about 100 GeV and the Wi up to about 70 GeV (and perhaps higher in 
some models). The LHC and SSC will be able to detect the gluino and squarks up 
to 2 TeV, as well as be able to see the lighter Wino, Zinos and h boson. 

6. Unification of Couplings 

About three years ago it became possible to test the question of whether 
there is unification of the SU(Z)C, SU(2)L, and U(1)Y coupling constants at a high 
mass scale. This was a result of accurate measurements of on, a 2 and a 3 at the Z 
mass scale. It is convenient to use the fine structure constant a(Mz) and (smtewha 
as input to determine ax = 5a/Z cos2 6w and a 2 = a/sAn20w Current determinations 
are [16, 17] 

o" 1 (Mz) = 127.9 ± 0.1 (27) 

(sin2 6w)mS = 0.2328 ±0.0007 (28) 
Note that a(Mz) is much less accurately known then its value at the Thompson 
hmit, or^m.) = 137.0359895(61). This is due to lack of data in the (1-10) GeV region 
in e+e~ scattering needed to accurately run a from me to Mz. In fact, the error in 
a(Mz) is the major error arising in high precision tests of the electroweak sector of 
the Standard Model. One finds from Eqs. (27), (28) for ai,2(Mz) then 

a i {Mz) m (5/3)oy = 0.016985 ± 0.000020 (29) 

a2(Mz) = 0.03358 ± 0.00011 (30) 
and the World average for a3(Afz) is [18] 

a 3(M z) = 0.118 ± 0.007 (31) 
Using the Renormalization Group Equations (RGE) one can determine the 

a,- at any other mass scale and see whether or not they meet at some high scale 
/i = MG. The RGE to 2-loop order for a,(/j), i = 1,2,3 are [19] 

i 
where for the Standard Model, fc; and 6,7 are 
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6, = (0,-22/3,-ll) + NF(4/3,4/3,4/3) +JVH(1/10,1/6,0) (33) 

/ 0 0 0 \ / 19/15 3/5 44/15 \ / 9/50 9/10 0 \ 
, . ( 0 -136/3 0 1-fJvJ 1/5 49/3 4 U i v J 3/10 13/6 0 («*> 

V 0 0 -102 ; V "/30 3/2 76/3 / \ « ° ° / 

For the MSSM one has 

b . = (o, _ 6 , - 9 ) + NF(2,2,2) + JV a(3/10,1/2,0) (35) 

/ G O 0 \ / 38/15 6/5 88/15 \ / 9/50 9/10 0 
6 o . = | 0 - 2 4 0 ) + * „ { 2/5 14 8 ) +NH ( 3/10 7/2 

\ 0 0 -54 / \ H/15 68/3 ) \ ° I) (36) 

In Eqs. (33-36) NF is the number of families (JV> = 3) and NB = the number 
of Higgs doublets. (NH = 1 for the SM and NB = 2 for the MSSM). The difference 
between the b{ and 6 0 of the SM and the MSSM is due, of course, to the different 
particle spectrum. , , 

Using the experimental values of ai(Mz) as initial conditions, one may check 
whether the a,- meet at p. = MG' 

Qi(Ma) = ao — Gut scale coupling constant (37) 
^ s 60 

50 -

40 

20 

20 -

10 

DELPHI 90 

***<$> id* id 5 id*: 
• 

«;V) « L ^ ^ S ^ 

b) 
_ _ j _ ,,M . , -J , I I I ^ 

4 0 ^ ^ r f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " — « w 
P i 1 1 1 l i . 

l.l»J ..—J , . - • I I I I ^ 1,1,^ I I I I ^ . . 

^ 

I 0 J 10 s 10' 10" 10'; 

MtGeV] 
id 7 

Figure 4: a^fa) for the Standard Model with 1 Higgs doublet. The three coupling constants do 
not meet. 

For the SM, grand unification fails by more than 7 s td (Fig. 4 Amaldi et al [2]). 
For supersymmetry one may consider the simplest approximation of assuming all 
SUSY particles are degenerate at a common mass Ms. Then acceptable unification 
does occur but only for one pair of light Higgs doublets (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 Amaldi et 
al [2]). A fit to the data for the MSSM depends on the value of a3(Mz). One finds 
0 ^ - 2 5 . 4 ±1.7 and 
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SUSY 2nd order 

io" >o' io' io' i d ' i d 3 io15 10" 
H [GeVl 

Figure 5: a,-(fi) for the MSSM with one pair of ffiggs doublets showing grand unification. 
^ 60 
a. 

non-minimal SUSY 
Hr„~3 N«Wi=4 

MCUI=2»10"GeV 
10 iff 10 10 10 10' 

M [GeVJ 
Figure 6: a;(/*) for the MSSM with two pairs of Higgs doublets. While unification occurs, Ma is too 
small to prevent rapid proton decay p - • e+ir° and Ms is too large to resolve the gauge hierarchy 
problem. 

MG^ io"-2+5n<Wo»8-U (38) 

Ms S io2-*+"-«(*-«»/»-»8> 

We see that there is an anti-correlation between MG and Ms: 

(39) 

MG S 10 i e-2 (102-4/Afs (GeV)]0-83 (40) 
i.e a larger Afs gives a smaller Ma, and from Eq. (39) a larger Ms corresponds to a 
smaller value of a 3 . 

We note the following points concerning the above results: 

(i) The major experimental error in the analysis is due to the experimental error in 
an (Mz). Last year there appeared to be the possibility of a discrepency between 
the low energy evaluations of a3{Mz) and the high energy LEP results. Recently, 
however, the LEP average has been lowered to [20] aa(Mz) = 0.123±0.006 while 
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the deep inelastic scattering evaluation is a3[Mz) = 0.112±0.005. Thus the choice 
of Eq. (31) is in reasonable agreement with both types of determinations. 

(ii) It is ai s (5/3)ay that unifies with a2 and a s . From low energy SUSY (e.g. 
the MSSM) this looks mysterious, i.e. why a 5/3 factor? However, from Gut 
physics based on SU(5), 50(10) and other groups this is just what is expected, 
i.e. the unification should occur when the hypercharge is embedded in the 
grand unified group with a factor 5/3. This implies that the unification of 
the couplings is not just a property of low energy SUSY, but also requires 
information about Gut scale physics, i.e. the MSSM by itself does not imply 
grand unification. 

(iii) The SUSY masses are, of course, not all degenerate and one needs to include 
SUSY mass splitting. There are also similar mass thresholds at the Gut scale 
and these can also modify the results. However, one cannot discuss this within 
the framework of the MSSM as one needs a Gut model. We will come back to 
this within the framework of supergravity grand unification. 

(iv) Unification of couplings does not appear to be good news for string theory 
which also expects unification, but at the Planck scale MPt — 2.4 x 1018 GeV. 
Two possible explanations for this discrepency have been proposed: There may 
be string threshold effects that modify the unification point. Alternately, the 
string model (vacuum state) may predict the existance of "exotic" particles 
with masses (less than MG) of just the right values so that the (modified) RGE 
delay unification until MPt. However, up to now, no string model that predicts 
the desired properties has been constructed. 

7. Local Supersymmetry (Supergravity) 

In order to obtain a phenomenologically acceptable spontaneous breaking of 
supersymmetry, it appears to be necessary to promote supersymmetry from a global 
to a local symmetry (which theoretically is a natural thing to do). This turns out 
to require that gravity be included into the analysis, i.e. local supersymmetry is 
supergravity. We give in this section a brief discussion of the ideas of supergravity. 

To see why local supersymmetry forces one to include gravity, consider the 
simplest global SUSY system of a non-interacting chiral multiplet, {z(x),x(*)}- The 
Lagrangian is [6]: 

£ = -d„zi£rz - x H f r ^ x (41) 
C is invariant under the global SUSY transformation 

6z(x) = ?x(*);6x(*) = -ir[dMz(z))e (42) 
where e is an infinitesimal anti-commuting constant spinor. Suppose now we replace 
e by e(x). Now £ is no longer invariant i.e. 
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SC = [a„£(x)] ( W W * ) ] x) + divergence (43) 
To compensate for this term, we proceed as usual by introducing a compensating 
gauge field (the "gravitino") 

xPZ(x) = spin 3/2 field (44) 
(a = spinor index) with transformation rule 

Siff = «-1^e(x); [K] = (mass)-1 (45) 
We add to £ the interaction term 

£, = - K ^ T " [fadaz{x)] X (46) 
which clearly cancels the 5^e(x) term of Eq. (43) under the combined transformations 
of Eqs. (42) and (45). However, £ + L\ is still not supersymmteric, since one finds 

6£o + AC, = K^TVeix) (47) 
where r**" is the z(x) stress tensor. This term can be canceled if we now add to the 
system a second field, 

g»v{x) — spin 2 field (48) 
with supersymmetry transformation 

&9tu> - *$?7MX) (49) 
and add the coupling 

C* = -g^T"" (50) 
Thus the requirement of local supersymmetry leads to a gauge theory based on the 
SUSY massless "supergravity multiplet": 

s = 3/2, 2 (51) 

9rv{x) is clearly the gravitational field (a massless spin 2 particle), £ 2 being the gravi
tational coupling, and one recognizes K _ 1 as the Planck mass: K~1 = (SITGN)~1/2 = MPi 

(where GN is the Newtonian constant). 
Next, let us consider the supergravity multiplet, neglecting coupling to mat

ter. The supergravity Lagrangian is just the sum of the spin 2 plus spin 3/2 La-
grangians. Thus introducing the vierbein e"(x) by 

9w(x) * e"(x)»?m„e2(x) (52) 
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the N = 1 supergravity Lagrangian can be written as [21] 

CSG = - |K- 2 eH(e-,<") - \e>"""*rf^Dp4>0 (53) 

where e = det [e™], Jl is the curvature scalar, w™n is the spin connection (determined 
by varying Eq. (53) with respect to w™n) and Dp = dp + \w™ncmn, <rmn = \ [y^jn] 
is the covariant derivative. Eq. (53) is invariant under the local supersymmetry 
transformations 

K = \ *X*W+tf ty. = K-lD„e(x) (54) 

and one finds 6w™n = 0. Eq. (54) is just the generalization of Eqs. (45) and (49) 
to maintain the general coordinate invariance required by the gravitational interac
tions. 

8. Supergravity Coupling to Matter 

Just as one couples Einstein gravity to matter, one needs to couple super-
gravity to matter. For physically interesting systems, we saw that matter consists 
of a number of chiral multiplets (to represent quarks, leptons etc.) and an arbitrary 
vector multiplet (to represent the gauge particles). The analysis of how to couple 
the matter multiplets to the supergravity multiplet and maintain supergravity in
variance is very complicated [22, 23]. We give here only that part of the Lagrangian 
relative to Gut model building. 

The general couplings of JV = l supergravity depend upon three functions, 
the superpotential Wfe), the Kahler potential d(z,-,zt) and the gauge kinetic function 
fap(zi,z})- Here the {*,} are the spin zero components of the left handed chiral 
multiplets. {z,,x;}, and a, p are adjoint representation gauge indices. W, d and fae 
are hermitain, W and d are gauge singlets and fap is a gauge tensor. Actually, 
W and d enter in a single combination 

Q = -K2d - en[n* WW*] (55) 
so the general supergravity Lagrangian really depends only on two functions j a & and Q. 
From Eq. (55) one also sees that the theory is invariant under a Kahler transforma
tion 

<f-Kf-/(*)-/*(*), W-te"''W (56) 
The "Kahler metric" is denned by 

*m<misk--*** (57) 

For the special case d = £,- Zizj one has g) = &) which is a flat Kahler metric. 
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The total Lagrangian is quite complicated containing many non-linear terms 
scaled by factors of (MPe)~n. Most of these are negligibly small at energies below 
the Planck scale. There are five important terms that we list now: 
(i) Effective Potential 

The effective potential has the form 

V = -K-Ae~9 \(G-l))G,iGJ +3] 

+ jmrl)a0)D.Dfi (58) 

where ( £ _ % (f~l)ap are the matrix inverses of £j , fap and g is the gauge coupling 
constant. The quantity Da is given by 

Da = -K-VCrjyz,- (59) 
where T° is the group generator. Re-expressing V in terms of W and d gives 

V = « - K O $ ( f £ + ̂ ,iW)(^ + «2djW)l - 3«2|Wf ] + VD (60) 

where Vi> is the last term of Eq. (58) 
(it) Scalar Kinetic Energy 

The spin zero kinetic energy is given by 

-*}(D*a») (!>„»,)• (61) 
where DM is the usual gauge covariant derivative. We will consider Kahler metrics 
where the non-linear terms are scaled by l/MPt ~ K; 

5J= dj= ci + , s ci* 2fc + — • ( 6 2 ) 
After spontaneous breakings (of the Gut gauge group and supersymmetry) some of 
the zk fields will grow VEVs. One can write then g) =< g) > +flj' where < <;}' >= 0. 
One may then make unitary and scale transformations on z,-, z\ which reduces <g)> 
to S'j and hence the kinetic energy to canonical form i.e. 

g) -* ̂  + i«cffc4; < z'K >= 0 (63) 
The extra non-renormalizable terms in Eq. (61) are scaled by « = l/MPe and hence 
negligible below the Planck scale. 

A similar analysis holds for the spinor kinetic energy term of the chiral mul-
tiplet which has the form -d,jx'7»JDMxi where D? is the gauge and gravitational 
covariant derivative. The same transformations used in the spin zero sector also 
reduces the spinor kinetic energy to canonical form. 
(Hi) Gauge Kinetic Energy 

The gauge kinetic energy has the form 
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-\{Bef.fi)FZF*" (64) 

We consider Up whose non-linear parts are also scaled by l/MPt, i.e. Up = cap + 
tCafiiZi + •••; which after spontaneous breakings takes the form da0 + Kc0/Ji.rJ H — , 
< z'i >= 0. One may now make orthorgonal and scale transformations on F°v to 
reduce Up to Up = &ap + adapt2* + *** a n ^ hence the kinetic energy to canonical 
form. The same transformations simultaneously reduces the gaugino kinetic energy, 
- § (Refa^TVz^A" to canonical form. 
(iv) Gaugino "Mass" Term 

A term quadratic in the gaugino fields exists in the Lagrangian: 

[i i r v - ^ p - ^ i j f t j r A " (65) 
When supersymmetry breaks, we will see that it is possible for the bracket of 
Eq. (65) to grow a VEV and hence give rise to a gaugino mass. 
(v) Gravitino "Mass" Term 

A term quadratic in the gravitino mass also exists in the Lagrangian, 

[K-ie-V*] ^ " " W (66) 
and if supersymmetry breaks, a VEV of the bracket of Eq. (66) gives rise to a 
gravitino mass. 

The effective potential of Eq. (60) is the supergravity generalization of the 
global SUSY effective potential. Thus if we consider the expansion of Eq. (63) and 
take the limit K -> 0 (i.e. MPt -+ oo), the first term of Eq. (60) reduces precisely to 
VF of Eq. (17) with the notational change W -* W, Similarly, Da of Eq. (59) reduces 
to 

D0 * (<*•' + *-*&* [W){Ta)iizi (67) 
However, Wi'Tf-zj = 0 (since W is a gauge singlet) and writing d'* = z\ + ••• one gets 
in the limit K -» 0 that Da = 4( r *)« z i [24]. With the expansion of Up - Kp + ••• 
discussed below Eq. (64) we see that in the K -f 0 limit VD of Eq. (58) reduces 
precisely to Eq. (16) of global supersymmetry. Thus global supersymmetry can be 
viewed as the limit of supergravity when Mpt -• oo. 

However, Planck scale effects are crucial in that they allow spontaneous 
breaking of supersymmetry to occur in a natural way. Thus the full supergravity 
effective potential of Eq. (60) differs from the global one of VF + VD, [Eqs. (16) 
and (17)] by not being positive definite. Hence Eq. (60) can easily accommodate 
supersymmetry breaking. A simple example of this is the choice [25] W = m2(z + B) 
(where m2 and B are constants) with a fiat Kahler potential (d = £,• ziz]). Minimizing 
the potential of Eq. (60) yields the result 

< z >= KTla{\/2- >/6); a = ± 1 (68) 
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We see that < z >= 0(Mpt) and so the Planck terms in V are crucial to achieve 
this result. [One can also fine tune the cosmological constant to zero (arrange that 
Vm,„ = 0) by chosing B = -#e-1a(2\/2 - \/6).] The existance of a non-zero < z > is a 
signal of supersymmetry breaking via a "super-Higgs" effect. The chiral partner of 
z(x) ie. xx(x) is absorbed by the gravitino ^(x) which then becomes massive with 
mass m 3 / 2 . (The extra two helicities of x* then gives the ^(x) four fermionic helicity 
states, the correct number for a hermitian massive spin 3/2 field. The complex Higgs 
field z(x) has two bose degrees of freedom, which with the massless graviton g»v{x) 
gives four bosonic states.) Prom Eq. (66) one has 

mi/2=\^\<W{<z>)\e^<'>' (69) 

which shows that We will see below that supersymmetry breaking 
triggers SU(2) x 17(1) breaking at the electroweak scale so that *m2 = 0(MZ), which 
implies m = O(1010 GeV) for this case. 

An alternate way of breaking supersymmetry is via a gaugino condensate 
[26], m% =< AT°A ># 0. Then it turns out that m3/2 ~ « 2 < AT°A > which is of 
electroweak size for ms = O(10 1 2 - 1 3 GeV). Such an effect requires non-perturbative 
phenomena to occur, and hence it is difficult to make an explicit calculation in this 
mechanism for supersymmetry breaking. 

9. Supergravity Gut Models 

We consider in this section the construction of grand unified models based on 
supergravity [27]. The advantage of using local supersymmetry is that, as we have 
seen, spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry is easily achieved as a consequence of 
the supergravity interactions. However, a new hierarchy problem arises. Since the 
super Higgs VEV < z >= 0(MPe), there is a danger that the breaking of supergravity 
will communicate huge Planck size masses to the physical particles. The secret of 
preventing this is to allow the super Higgs field to couple only very weakly to 
the physical matter fields i.e. only gravitationally. This can be accomplished by 
requiring: 

(i) The super Higgs field z(x) be a gauge singlet. 

(ii) W(zt) = W(za) + Wk(z) where {ztt} are the physical fields. 

Condition (i) guarentees that there are no gauge couplings between z(x) and the 
physical fields {za(x)}, while from Eq. (60) one sees that the other couplings between 
z(x) and za{x) are always scaled by powers of K = l/MPt and hence gravitationally 
suppressed. Thus (i) and (ii) implies that supersymmetry breaking lives in a "hid
den'' sector, screened from the physical sector by gravity. (Such hidden sectors also 
exist in string theory.) 

The discussion of the unification of the SM coupling constants suggests that 
the SM group is a valid symmetry below the Gut scale Ma. Thus as one proceeds 
from Mpt down to MG, one expects the Gut gauge group G of the physical sector 
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to break to the SM at /i = MG : G -+ 5C7(3)C x Stf(2)t x U(1)Y. For the theory to be 
reasonable this must happen spontaneously with some of the fields, {zA(x)} growing 
VEVs and superheavy masses: 

< zA >= 0{Ma); MXA = 0{MG) (70) 
One may now integrate out the superheavy fields zA and eliminate the super 

Higgs fields to obtain an effective 51/(3) x SU(2) x 17(1) theory just below MG. A 
remarkable theorem then holds [28]: 

Consider a class of models which obey the following conditions: 

(i) There exists a "hidden" sector which is gauge singlet with respect to the physical 
sector gauge group G which breaks supersymmetry (e.g. by a super Higgs or 
gaugino condensate). The hidden sector communicates only gravitationally 
with the physical sector. 

(ii) There exists a Gut sector which breaks G to the Standard Model at scale 
Q = Ma:G-> SU(S)c x SU(2)L x (7(l) y. 

(iii) After integrating out the superheavy fields and eliminating the super Higgs 
fields, the only light particles remaining below the Gut scale are those of the 
supersymmetrized Standard Model with one pair of light Higgs doublets. 

(iv) Any super Higgs couplings that appear in the Kahler potential are generation 
independent. 

Then, for models where the non-linear parts of fap and d are scaled by K S l/MPi, 
the renormalizable interactions below MG (which equivalently arise in the limit 
K-tO) are described by an effective superpotential with quadratic and cubic parts, 
W = W<2> + W&, and effective potential V, 

V=(E i f F i 2 + V D ) + { m ° 2 a 2 » + { A * W { 3 ) + B o W ( 2 ) + h - a ) ' ( 7 1 ) 

a ° 
and a universal gaugino mass term 

£»«.. = - m 1 / 2 r A- (72) 
If the model is R parity invariant or alternately lepton number conserving, then W 
has the unique form (required by SU(Z) x SU(2) x U(l) invariance), 

W = toHiH2 + l\\?qiH2uf + xffdiHtdf + \\fhHtdf) (73) 

where \\",d,e) are the Yukawa coupling constants [analogous to those in Eq. (5)] and 
Hifi the two light Higgs doublets. 

Assumptions (i) - (iv) lead to a wide class of models. Thus conditions (ii) 
and (iii) are what is needed to achieve grand unification [i.e. the SM group holds 
up to Ma with the particle spectrum as stated in (iii)]. Condition (i) is what is 
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required maintain the gauge hierarchy and (i) and (iv) guarantee the suppression 
of flavor changing neutral interactions. Thus it is difficult to remove any of these 
assumption and still maintain a phenomenologically viable model. 

Eqs. (71) and (73) show that the effective theory below the Gut scale is a 
broken global SUSY theory (VD is the usual D term) with four soft breaking terms. 
These are scaled by the mass parameters m0 (universal mass of the chiral multiplet 
spin zero fields), mi/2 (universal gaugino mass), Ao and J3o (scaling factor of cubic 
and quadratic parts of the superpotential). These four constants are determined 
by the nature of the hidden sector, i.e. they parameterize our ignorance of the 
hidden sector where supersymmetry breaks (e.g. by a hidden sector superpotential 
Wh(z) or by hidden sector gaugino condensates). In addition there is a Higgs mixing 
parameter m>. 

It is interesting to compare the simplicity of this result to global SUSY 
theory. There one added in soft breaking terms by hand, Eqs. (24) and (25), and 
the most general form depended on 137 parameters. Effectively the supergravity 
theory determines 133 of these parameters! 

We briefly indicate how the various soft breaking terms in Eqs. (71), (72) arise 
for the case of super Higgs breaking of supersymmetry. Thus from Eq. (60), the term 
(d-^il^djW] [«2djW]t gives rise to (le^Hf )r<4 and hence to m2, ~ 
(K2 < Wh >) 2. Similarly, cross terms in Eq. (60) such as {dr^KH^iJSWIdzj) give 
rise to z,-(dW(2tS) /dzi)K2 < Wk > which yield An and B0 type structures. If faP = 
*o/j(l+«e«+.") then from Eq. (65), for * = j = z, the VEV of the bracket gives a term 
of form ** < zWk > and since < z >~ K'1 one has m ^ ~ « 2 < W* >. Finally we note 
that the Kahler potential can have a form d = 2,-2?+/(£,-)+/*(*.-) and the most general 
gauge invariant and lepton number invariant quadratic piece for / is /(z.) = cHiH2 

where c is dimensionless. (Higher terms in /(z{) load to non-renormalizable interac
tions scaled by « = l/MPe.) By the Kahler transformation of Eq. (56) this term can 
be moved into the superpotential yielding We"*' = W + a^H1H2W + ••• and hence a 
quadratic term CK7 <Wh> HiH2 showing that /*o ~ K2 < Wh >. Thus we see that all 
the parameters m0, "» l / 2 , Ao, B 0 and /«> are of the same general size, i.e. K2 < W», >, 
and we will see later that this mass is the electroweak mass scale. 

10. An Example: 517(5) Supergravity Gut Model 

In this section we discuss an explicit example of a supergravity Gut model 
based on the Gut group G = SU(5). Here each generation of quarks and leptons are 
in the 10 + 5 representations of 51/(5): 

10 = Afj r r = -JW?'x; 5=37,-y; t = 1,2,3 X,Y = 1 — 5 (74) 
where i is the generation index and X,Y are group indices. In addition, the Higgs 
are in 5 + 5 representations 

5 = ff?;5 = F 2 x (75) 
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Thus if we decompose the 517(5) labels into their 517(3) x SU{2) content, X = (a,a)a = 
I - - 3 , a = 4,5 then Hf and ~H2a are the HiyH2 doublets of the Standard Model, and 
in addition there are two color triplets (3 and 3") Higgs Hf, ~H2a. 

The total superpotential has a Yukawa, a Gut and a hidden part: W = 
WY + Wa + Wh. Wh is chosen to break supersymmetry. The SU(5) invariant Yukawa 
interactions are 

WY = \\j£xYzwvH^MyzMfv + XjjHixMiyM^ (76) 
In writing Eq. (76) we have assumed invariance under the discrete symmetry (matter 
parity) of (MXY,Mix) -• {-MXY ,-Tiix), (HX,H2X) -* (HX,H2X) to forbid the cubic 
interactions ~MiXMiyMXY which would give rise to too rapid proton decay. The Gut 
sector (originally proposed in global SUSY models [29]) uses a 24 representation of 
SU(5), Ex, to break SU(5) to the SM. The form of Wa is 

WG = A^TrE* + ^MTVE* 
+A2#2x[E£ + 2M'SX] HY (77) 

where Tr is the trace over SU(5) indices, and M, M' are mass parameters of 0(Ma)-
In the following we will set M' = M. 

One may now minimize the effective potential. Wh causes the breaking of 
supersymmetry and gives rise to the soft breaking parameters of Eq. (73). Assuming 
these are much smaller than Ma, one finds upon minimizing the effective potential 
of Eq. (71) that E£ grows a VEV which to leading order is 

diag < E* >= M(2,2,2,-3,-3) [1 + O ( ^ ) ] (78) 

where mSB is any of the soft breaking parameters m0, m 1 / 2 etc. (Since we will 
see that mSB = 0(MZ), characteristically 0(mSB/M) « l o - 1 4 and hence negligible. 
Eq. (78) clearly breaks 5tf(5) and preserves 5tf(3) x SU(2) x 17(1). The E£, Hf and H2a 

become superheavy with masses 0{M) « MG while the SU{2) doublets Hf, 2T2o re
main light with masses 0{mSB) and 0(IM>). Integrating out the superheavy fields in 
WY and WG and eliminating the super Higgs (which effectively means replacing it by 
its VEV) one finds that the renormalizable interactions are governed by an effective 
superpotential which is precisely the form of Eq. (71) [with effective potential and 
gaugino mass term of Eqs. (73) and (72)]. Thus at the Gut scale, the theory has 
precisely the form of the MSSM with Hi - Hf and H2 = "B2a playing the role of 
the two light Higgs doublets but with four soft breaking terms and a Higgs mixing 
parameterized by 

mo,m1/2,Ao,Bo and/Jo (79) 
There is one theoretically unpleasant aspect about the above model. In 

Eq. (77) we set M' = M, and it is this that kept the Higgs doublets light (i.e. 
the doublet masses are proportional to M' — M.) While the no-renormalization 
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theorem of supersymmetry guarantees that this condition is maintained even with 
loop corrections, this is indeed an awkward fine tuning. There are several ways of 
avoiding this problem: 
(i) Missing Partner Mechanism 

By using the 75, 50 and 50" representations in WG to break 517(5), instead of 
the 24, one can prevent the Higgs doublets from growing masses [30]. Recall that 

75 = E ^ , S ^ = 0 ; 5 0 = e ^ , e£%, = 0 
SO = ©££*, 5 £ ™ £ 0 (80) 

where subscripted indices are all anti-symmetric as are superscripted indices. In
stead of Eq. (77) one can chose 

+ A f e ^ z e £ £ Z + /(S) (81) 

where /(E) is chosen so that £#& grows a non-vanishing VEV of 0{M). Now the 
SU(S)c x SU(2)L content of the 50 is 

50 = (8,2) + (6,3) + (6,1) + (3,2) + (3,1) + (1,1) (82) 
i.e. there is no doublet (1,2) term. Thus when E is replaced by its VEV in Eq. (81) 
there is no piece of 6 to match up to form a mass term with the flf doublet in the 
Ai term (and similarly no piece of 0 can form a mass term with the ~H2a doublet in 
the A2 term). Note that the 50 does contain a (3,1) piece and the 50 contains a (3,1) 
piece and so the color triplets, iff, 7f2a do indeed become superheavy. 
(ii) Higgs Doublets as Goldstone Bosons 

An alternate procedure is to choose a form for WG with a larger global sym
metry which has the gauge group G as a subgroup [31]. [For example, in the case 
G = SU(5), one may give WG a global 5t/(6) symmetry by extending Y$X,Y = 1 • • • 6 to 
be a 35 of 51/(6) and similarly Hx, JJ2A- be 6 and 5 of 5(7(6).] When the local 51/(5) 
breaks spontaneously, the global 51/(6) also breaks. The Higgs color triplets become 
superheavy as before, but the Higgs doublets are the Goldstone bosons arising from 
the breaking of the global 51/(6). Thus they remain massless. One in fact finds in 
this analysis that M = M' occurs automatically, which illustrates that one man's 
fine tuning may be another man's group symmetry! 
(Hi) Flipped SU(5) x 1/(1) 

A third method of keeping the Higgs doublets light is to change the group 
symmetry to 51/(5) x 1/(1) and flipping the embedding of the particle spectrum [32]. 
Thus one uses a 10 + 5 + 1 of 51/(5) for each generation, but interchanges u and d 
quarks and e and v leptons, the c c field then appears in the singlet representation 
with a right handed neutrino replacing it in the 10 representation. Instead of using 
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a 24 to break 5(7(5), one introduces 10 and 10 fields along with the usual Hi and ~H2. 
The Gut Yukawa couplings are then AjlO 10 Hi + A2I6 10 H2. The SU{Z)C x SU{2)L 

content of a 10 representation is (3,1) + (3,2) + (1,1) and so when the 10 grows a VEV 
one has a natural missing partner for the doublets (e.g. no (1,2) piece in the 10 to 
form a mass term with the HiQ). However, there is a (3,1) which combines with the 
H? to make the color triplets superheavy. The drawback of this model is that it is 
not fully unified since G is a product group. A possible solution to this difficulty is 
discussed in Sec. 17. 

11. Radiative Breaking of SU(2) x 17(1) 

In the SM, the spontaneous breaking of SU{2) x 17(1) is arranged by hand by 
inserting in a negative (mass)2 in the Higgs potential. Thus the SM accomodates 
the breaking of SV(2) x £7(1) but does not deduce it's existance from any of the 
basic principles of the theory. One of the remarkable features of supergravity grand 
unification is that it offers a natural explanation of SU(2)xU(l) breaking arising from 
radiative corrections which generate dynamically the required negative (mass)2 [33]. 
Further, it is the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry at the Planck scale that 
triggers the breaking of 517(2) x U(l) at the electroweak scale, a result that is a 
consequence of supergravity theory [34]. Hence the two spontaneous breakings are 
unified. 

We consider here the general supergravity model which is described at the 
Gut scale by Eqs. (71)-(73). Aside from the Yukawa coupling constants (which are 
the same as in the SM) this theory depends upon seven constants: m1/2,mo,Ao,B0; 
(to; aG,MG. This might be compared with the SM which depends upon m2, A (from 
the Higgs potential); ai,a2,a3. Thus one needs only two more parameters in super-
gravity Gut models than in the SM. (Also, aG and MG may be viewed as having been 
"measured'' by the unification analysis of Sec. 6.) As we will see, radiative breaking 
of 5(7(2) x U(l) will allow us to eliminate one more parameter, and so the general 
model depends on relatively few parameters and therefore should have significant 
predictive power. 

The Gut theory is initially defined at MG, while experiment takes place at the 
electroweak scale. One may use the Renormalization Group Equations (RGE) to 
connect these two domains. For discussion of electroweak breaking we need the part 
of the effective potential involving the Higgs fields Hi and H2. The renormalization 
group improved Higgs potential is VB = VJ>+AVi where V0 is the tree part [which can 
be read off Eqs. (71) and (73)] and AVi is the one loop correction. One finds 

V0 = m\\Hi\2 + ml\H2\2-ml(HiH2 + h.c.) 
+\(g + 9ZY)(\Hi?-\H2\*)> (83) 

and [35] 
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All parameters, m,(t), &(<), sv(t) are 'Winning'' parameters at scale Q where t = 
Z«fA/f2/n21 T h u s MMc/G2]. Thus 

m?(<) = mi t(f) + /i2(0; i = l,2 
mi(t) = -B(t)»(t) (85) 

with boundary conditions at Q = MG (t = 0): 

ro?(0) = m2, + nl, i = 1,2; mf (0) = -50Mo 
a2(0) = a G = (5/3)ay(0) (86) 

InEq. (84), Af„ = Ma(«i,v2) is the tree level mass of particle a as function of the VEVs 
vi —<Hi>, and sa and n„ are the spin and number of helicity states of particle a. 

The RGE are given at the end of this section. They allow one to express all 
the parameters in Eqs. (83,84) in terms of the Gut scale parameters. The procedure 
one uses is as follows: A specific model corresponds to a choice of Gut scale param
eters m0, m 1 / 2 , An, Bo, and /*>. At the Gut scale, all scalar particles have an initial 
positive (mass)2 of m2,. One then integrates down in energy until a (mass)2 turns 
negative, signaling the breakdown of SU{2) x 1/(1) and a VEV growth »,• =< Hf >£ 0. 
Let us first look at the tree potential V0. Here 5X7(2) x C/(l) breaking implies that 
the determinant of the (mass)2 matrix be negative (so that one negative (mass)2 

eigenvalue exists) i.e. from Eq. (83), 

Vsm\m\-m\<Q (87) 
Also, for a valid minimum, one requires that the potential be bounded from below, 
which is satisfied if 

£ s m f + m|-2 |ml |>0 (88) 
Turning now to the full potential, the minimization conditions, dVH/dvi = 0 yields 
the relations 

l ^ = f f ? ^ a ^ _ | m | _ 
2 * tanz 0-1 Mi + Ml 

where tan/8 = «2/wi, p? = m\ + £,- and E< is the loop correction 

Si = ~ 5 Za(-l)2"naM2MMZ/eV*(?) (dM^/dvi) (90) 

Since | sin 201 < 1, the second equation of (89) includes a generalization of the stability 
condition Eq. (88) with loop corrections. 
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Normally, one would use minimization of VH to solve for the two VEVs 
v, =< Hi >. Instead, it is more convenient to use them to eliminate two of the Gut 
parameters in terms of tan/? and the other parameters. A convenient choice is to 
use the second equation of (89) to eliminate B0 and the first equation to eliminate 
Ho. Since only /i2 enters into the first equation, there are two branches depending 
on the sign of /i i.e. /i > 0 and /i < 0. One then has that the low energy physics 
depends only on four parameters: 

mo,m1/2,Ao,taaf3 = V2/vi (91) 
Thus the 32 SUSY particle masses can be determined in terms of these four param
eters (and the as yet unknown t-quark mass mt). 

There are several fine points worth mentioning: 

(i) If we define Q0 as the mass scale where V(Q) of Eq. (87) vanishes and Qi the point 
where £(Q) vanishes, in general one finds that Q0 > Qx. Thus at the tree level, 
satisfactory electroweak breaking occurs when Qi < Q < Qo- In running the 
RGE from MG down to Q, what value should we choose for Ql (Where should 
we stop the RG "clock"?) It has been shown that when the loop correction 
AVi is included, the results are approximately independent of Q [36]. In the 
following we will set Q = Mz. This is convenient since then MZ(Q = Mz) is 
the physical (experimental) Z boson mass. [All other masses then are running 
masses at scale Q — Mz (and can differ from their physical values)]. Actually, 
matters are simpler. In most of the parameter space, there is a large amount 
of cancelation in E,- and so the one loop correction is small [37]. Thus using V0 

alone generally gives a good approximation, and the Q dependence of results 
are small. 

(ii) In the analysis given above, we have tacitly assumed that it is a Higgs (mass)2 

that turns negative as one runs the RGE from MG to the electroweak scale. 
It is possible that some other (mass)2 might turn negative first e.g. a squark 
or slepton. This would lead to a catastrophe that SU(3)C or electromagnetism 
breaks down. A number of necessary conditions for this not to happen have 
been established [38] (though sufficiency conditions are not known). Through
out most of the parameter space, the known conditions are satisfied, and it is 
m2

Hi which turns negative. The characteristic situation is shown schematically 
in Fig. 7. 

The existance of solutions to Eqs. (89) is the necessary conditions that elec
troweak breaking actually occurs. No satisfactory solutions will exist, however, 
unless three requirements are met: 

1. At least one of the soft breaking parameters m0, m1/2, AQ, B0 are non-zero 

2. po is non-zero 

3. mt is heavy (rot ~ 90 GeV) 
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(mass)"2 

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of running of masses from Mo to electroweak scale. The heavy top 
quark bends m2

Hj downwards as Q decreases. 

Condition (1) shows in a real sense that the breaking of supersymmetry at the Gut 
scale generates SU{2) x 17(1) breaking at the electroweak scale for if all the soft break
ing parameters generated by supergravity vanished, there would be no electroweak 
breaking. Similarly m> (which is also generated from supergravity interactions) must 
be non-zero and mt must be heavy since it is the t-quark Yukawa coupling to H2 

that drives m%a negative. Thus there is a confluence of three items, two of them 
theoretical aspects of supergravity, and one of them experimental that gives rise to 
electroweak breaking. The fact that the top quark must be heavy was one of the 
first predictions of supergravity Guts [33]. 
Renormalization Group Equations 

We list here for reference the one loop RGE. For simplicity, we keep only 
the large *-quark Yukawa couplings, which is a good approximation for tan/3 < 10. 
Our notation follows mainly that of Ibanez et al [33] (except that a x = (5/3)ay). 
Unfortunately, a number of different sign conventions for t, At and n exist in the 
literature. We use t = IniM^fQ2). 

(i) Gauge couplings: 

"df * ~in °'bi=(33/5, h ~3)'Si * ai/4ir ( 9 2 ) 

with boundary conditions a;(0) = a G . 

(ii) Gaugino masses: 

"df ~ ~4T fi*(f)*|W; **W s m i / 2 ( 9 3) 
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(iii) Higgs masses: 

^ =35 2ml +(3/5)5!^ (94) 
at 

j 2 
a-Jh. = (3a2m| + (3/5)axm?) 

-2Yt (m2

Q + m% + m2

Bj + A2) (95) 

with boundary conditions mn((0) = m0. (Note that it is the <-quark Yukawa 
couplings, Yt, which causes m2

Ht to decrease as t increases.) 

(iv) t-quark Yukawa coupling: 

^ = ( f 5 , + 3 a 2 + g 5 l _ 6 r t ) l f (96) 

where Yt = A?/4TT and \t(Q) is the t-quark Yukawa coupling constant defined by 
"»* = Ai(n»4) < lf2 >• 

(iv) t-quark A parameter: 

dA* 
-£• =(16/3)aam3+3a2m2 + (13/15)aimi)-6YtAt (97) 
at where At(0) = Ao. 

(v) 2? parameter: 

^ =(3a 2m 2 +(3/5)5^!)-3r«A« (98) 
at 

where £(0) = B 0 . 

(vi) fi parameter: 

^ - = (352 + (3/5)5! -SYt)^ (99) 

where p(0) = no. (Note that the sign of /i0 is undetermined by the n RGE.) 

(vii) Squark masses («' = 1,2): 

Qi s (uiL,diL); Ui suK,DiS dm 
j 2 

—2t - (lG/Zfaml + Zaiml + il/lfyaim2 (100) 
«fc 

j _ 2 

- ^ =(16/3)53ml + (16/15)a1m? (101) 
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^ =(16/3)5 3mi +(4 /15)5!^) ( 1 Q 2 ) 

where mQ((0) = mVi(0) = m£>,(0) = m 0 . 

(viii) Slepton masses (»* = 1,2,3) 

Li = (vLi,eLi)', EiSiju 

^ = 3 a 2 m | + (3/5)51m? (103) 
at 

^ =(12/5)5^? (104) 

where mLi{Q) = mEi(O) = m0. (Note that the slepton and first two generations of 
squark (mass)2 all increase with increasing t. 

(ix) Squark masses (»= 3) 

Q = («3L,rf3t); U = U3R,D=d3R 
j 2 

-jS. « (le/SJaaml + S a ^ l + tl/lSjaimf 

- ^ ( m ^ + m ^ + mlr + A?) (105) 

j _ , 2 

~ £ = (16/3)a3mi + (16/15)aim2 

- 2y t (m 2

V j +m 2 , + m 2

/ + A 2) (106) 

j 2 

-jf- = (16/3)a3m2 + (4/15)S1m2) (107) 

where m<j(0) = mu(0) = mp(0) = mo. 

The procedure of solving these equations is the following: (1) Solve (92) for 
an and insert into (93) to solve for m,. (2) One can then integrate (94), (100)-(102) 
for m^, ( m ^ m ^ m ^ t = 1,2), (103) and (104) for (m2,, ml,,," = 1,2,3) and (107) 
and (96) for m2

D and Yt. (3) Using y t one can solve (97) and (99) for At and /i2 and 
using then using Yt and At one determines £ from (98). (4) The three remaining 
equations, (95), (105), and (106) are coupled and must be solved simultaneously. 

12. Expressions for SUSY Masses 

The SUSY masses are quantities that are denned at the low energy elec-
troweak scale and are experimentally accessible to current and future accelerators. 
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Using the RGE one can express each SUSY mass in terms of the 4 + 1 parameters 
which define the Gut model: m0, m 1 / 2 , M, tan, p and mt. In this section, we discuss 
the explicit formulae for each SUSY mass. 
(i) Gauginos 

From Eqs. (92), (93) one finds m,-(«) = [a,(t)/ac]»wi/s where o,(t) = a G / ( l + 
Pit) and Pi ss 6,aG/4jr. These relations then imply 

mi : m2 : m3 = a i : 02 : as (108) 
a relation that is postulated in the MSSM. 
(it) Squarks (»' = 1,2); Sleptons (i = 1,2,3) 

The squark and slepton masses can be obtained from the mass matrix m\b = 
< ePv11jdzadz\ > where Veff is the low energy renormalization group improved 
effective potential derived from Eq. (71). Using Eqs. (100)-(104) to relate the low 
energy mass parameters to the Gut scale parameters for the first two generations 
of squarks and all the sleptons, one finds 

< t = "»o + < + 5G[(8/3)/ 3 + (3/2)/2 + (l/30)/i]m?/2 

+ (| - f sm'ffw^coffi (109) 

roL = m o + m l + *G[(8/3)/ S + (3/2)/2 + (l/30)/,]mf/2 

+ ( - | + | sin29w)Mlcos2P (110) 

mlin = ml + ml( + dGI(8/3)/3 + (8/15)/i]m2

/2 

+ (2/3)sin20H'Mfcos20 (111) 

™\in=™l + m% + 5G[(8/3)/3 + (2/15)/,]mf/2 

+ (-1/3) sin2 ewM% cos 2/3 (112) 

where mU j, ma,i = 1,2 are quark masses, d G = aG/47r and /*(*) = t(2 - pkt)f 
(1 + Pkt)2, pk = (33/5,1,-3). For the sleptons one similarly has 

"»L=m 2 + m2,. + aG[(3/2)/2 + (3/10)/,]m2

/2 

+ ( - | +mni0w)Mlcos2P (113) 

"»!,* * "»o + »»2, + oo(6/5)/imf / 2 - sin2 fl^Mf cos 2/3 (114) 
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« ,2 = ml + a G [(3/2)/ 2 + {ZllQ)h\m\ / 2 + (1/2)A/| cos 2/3 (H5) 

where m e t, »' = 1,2,3 are the charged lepton masses. The quark and lepton mass 
terms arise from the Yukawa coupling terms of the superpotential Eq. (73). 

If m0 is large, the squarks and sleptons are nearly degenerate, and even if 
mo = 0 (as in the No-scale models), the squarks are still approximately degenerate 
since the / a term dominates. This is indeed what is assumed in the MSSM. If m0 is 
small, however, one would not expect the sleptons to be degenerate. 

One of the remarkable features of Eqs. (109,111) is that 

2 2 2 
»s - mi. = mi - 1 (116) 

W 

\ 

Figure 8: Contributions to KL -* n+n~. The left diagram (the usual GIM term) is of swe (ro* -
mD/Mfv while the right diagram (the additional SUSY term) is of size (m? - m\)/Ml or (m? -
m\)(m$. 

Condition (116) guarentees a super GIM mechanism for suppressing flavor changing 
neutral interactions. Fig. 8 shows this phenomena for the case of KL -* n+n~ (first 
discussed in global SUSY models by Dimopoulos and Georgi [29]). Were it not for 
Eq. (116), the Wino contribution to KL -* n+pr would be very large since m5 ~ 
100 GeV. Thus there is an enormous cancelation in the squark mass differences. 
This cancelation can be traced to the fact that at the Gut scale, each squark gets 
a universal (mass)2 m% (which may be very large but cancels in the difference) and 
a mass from gauge interactions (which govern the m 2

/ 2 and D term contributions) 
that are generation blind. The universal nature of m§ arises from conditions (i) and 
(iv) of Sec. 9 which guarentees that the super fiiggs fields communicate with the 
physical fields in a generation independent fashion. 

(Hi) Squarks (i = 3) and Radiative Breaking Masses 
The bR squark behaves as the first two generation d-squarks with mass given 

by Eq. (112). However, as can be seen from Eqs. (105) and (106), the h, h and h 
are strongly effected by the large (-quark Yukawa coupling. One finds for 6̂  the 
result 
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" l L = l " l o + »»? + £ » 4 + 5a[(4/3)/, + (l/15)/llm?,2 2 
1 1 -„2- >,^a + ("§ + § sin2^)Mlcos2^ (117) 

Further, the t-quark Yukawa coupling contribution to the A term of Eq. (71) and 
the ttHiH2 contribution to Eq. (71) cause mixing between the iL and iR states in the 
t-squark mass matrix: 

/ mf mt(At+fictn0)\ 
{mt(At + »ctn(}) m*iR J ^ 1 S > 

where mt(Q) = Xt(Q)v2 and At is the t-quark A parameter at the electroweak scale. 
The solution of the RGE yields 

mh = mQ + m« + K-l/2) + (2/3) sin2 6w)Ml cos2 /? (119) 

m2 = m2/ + m2 + (-2/3) sin2 ^ A f f cos 2/3 (120) 

where 

1 2 2 2 
ml = 3 "»g + - / i4om 1 / 2 - - M? + - hm% 

,2 . - ,8 a M . 1 , 2 

2 , . 1 . , 1 . . , . 1 
m 

+ Ig-e + M ^ / a - ^ + j / O K / s (121) 

Q = 3 mg + - .Moro 1 / 2 - - kAl + - hm\ 

+ [ | c + fiG(|/3 + / 2 - ^ / i ) l m 2

/ 2 (122) 

where the functions e(t),f(t),h(t),k(t) depend on t = /n[M|/#2] and the t-quark Yukawa 
coupling, but are independent of m0, m 1 / 2 , J4O, £ 0 and /*o- They are defined in Ibanez 
et al [33]. We also note that the three masses of Eq. (85) that enter into the radiative 
breaking equations (89) are obtained from Eqs. (94), (95), (98) and (99). One finds 

"»?(*) = rn% + fP(t) + gm 2

/ 2 (123) 

"»2W = P2(«) + e(*)"*?/2 + Aom1/2f + mlh - A%k (124) 

m\ = -Bofi2(t) + rfiotni/2 + sAof* (125) 
where n2(t) = /ifa and g(t),q(t),r(t),s(t) are defined in Ibanez et al [33]. 
(iv) Charginos and Neutralinos 

As discussed in Sec. 4, supersymmetricdynamics causes SU(2)xU(l) gaugino-
Higgsino mixing after 517(2) x 17(1) breaking. The mass diagonal states are two 
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charged Winos (charginos) and 4 neutral Majorana Zinos (neutralinos). The chargino 
masses are [23] 

mwUi = \ |[4^ + (A*-m2)2]*=Fl4«/£ + (,i + m 2 ) 2 ]i | (126) 

where y/2v± = Mw(sin/?±cos/?). The neutralino masses are the four roots of the 
secular equation /(A) = 0 [23] 

/(A) s A 4 - (m 1 +m 2 )A 3 + (M| + M 2-mim 2)A 2 

+ [(m7 - /i sin 2/?)M| + (mx + m2)/i2]A 
+ |/im 7M| Bin 20 - mi»n2/i2] = 0 (127) 

where m T = mi cos2 0^ + >ii2 sin2 Bw We label the Zino states by Z{, i = 1 • • • 4, where 
mS« < "*£, f ° r * < i-
(v) Higgs Bosons 

Since there are two Higgs doublets, one is left with three neutral Higgs bosons 
[k and H (CP-even states) and A (CP-odd state)] and one charged boson H±. The 
tree level masses can be obtained from the mass matrix calculated from the Higgs 
potential of Eq. (83). One finds 

m\ = m\ + ro| = 2rof/ sin 20 (128) 

m%±=zm%+M^r (129) 
where the last equality of Eq. (128) follows from Eq. (89). For the CP-even neutral 
Higgs, loop corrections to the light Higgs (/» boson) are important since h may be 
very light and a heavy top quark enhances the loop corrections. Keeping only the 
top sector in the loops, m2, and m2

H become [39]: 

ml,H = \ lM 2 +m 2

4 + £ T { ( M 2 + m 2

4 + e) 2-4m 2

4A4cos2/3 + e i } 1 / 2 ] (130) 

where e and ei are the loop corrections. They can be written in terms of two 2 x 2 
matrices P,J and AtJ- according to 

e = IV A; £i = -4(TrvA + det A) (131) 
where 

Hi = &M\ + t?m\i vzt = <?M% + 82nfc I/J2 = i ^ = sc(M% + m\) 
An = at/*2!/2*; Aj 2 « x(iy(w + Atyz) = A2i 
An = x{v + 2Atyw + A^y2z) (132) 

and 
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T _ ^ mt At+tictnf} , " ? . + m £ 

ID = ln(ml/ml); v = ln(Jhrni/m*) (133) 

and («,c) = (sin/3,cos0). Large correction can arise for the light Higgs h boson for 
large m, due to the m? factor in the x parameter. Loop corrections also exist for the 
A and H* boson but these are small effects unless A and H* are very light. 

13. MSSM as a Low Energy Approximation 

In the previous section, expressions were given allowing one to calculate 
each of the SUSY masses in terms of the Gut scale parameters. In addition, the 
mass parameters mf, m\, m\ entering in the radiative breaking equations (91) were 
similarly expressed allowing one to use these relations to eliminate B0 and no- (Since 
the masses are also expressed in terms of the VEVs vi and t*, the loop corrections 
of Eq. (84) can also be calculated.) Thus the 32 SUSY masses can be expressed in 
terms of four parameters m 0, m 1 / 2 (or alternately the gluino mass, ms = (a3/aa)m1/2 a 
3.0 m 1 / 2 ) , Ao (or alternately At, the t-quark A parameter at the electroweak scale) 
and tan/?. 

It is interesting to compare these results of supergravity grand unification 
with the MSSM. As discussed in Sec. 4, the MSSM assumes Eq. (108) for the gaugino 
masses as well as degeneracy of the first two generations of squarks [which was seen 
to be a good approximation to Eqs. (109)-(112)]. However, there are some places 
where the MSSM is not a good approximation to supergravity models: 

(i) The third generation of squarks are badly split and except for bR not degenerate 
with the first two generations. (The usual MSSM analysis of data assume all 
six squarks (or sometimes five squarks) are degenerate.) 

(ii) The sleptons will not be degenerate if m0 is small (which is the case for the 
No-scale model). In addition, the MSSM depends on more parameters (and 
hence is less predictive) than the supergravity models. For example, 

(iii) The chargino and neutralino masses depend on n, which is arbitrary in the 
MSSM but is determined (by radiative breaking) in supergravity models. 

(iv) The A Higgs boson mass, which by Eqs. (129) and (130) determine the other 
three Higgs boson masses, is arbitrary in the MSSM but depends on the same 
four parameters in supergravity models [see Eqs. (128) and (125)] and hence 
is correlated with other masses. 

These differences are illustrated in Fig. 9. One sees that the third generation 
of squarks are badly split with the lightest stop, ti, being the lightest squark. Also 
there are three light Winos and Zinos and three heavy ones, and one very light 
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Figure 9: Predictions of 32 SUSY masses for supergravity grand unification for the case mt — 
150 GeV, m0 - 600 GeV, ms = 160 GeV, tanfi = 1.73, At = 0.0 (ft < 0). These parameters 
uniquely specify all masses. The first column is the sleptons and first two generations of squarks, the 
second column is the third generation of squarks, the third column is the charginos and neutralinos, 
and the last column the Higgs bosons. 

Higgs (h) and three heavy ones (if, A, JET*). The sleptons are nearly degenerate with 
the first two generations of squarks since mo is fairly large for this case. 

14. Threshold Corrections to Grand Unification 

In the discussion of the unification of the coupling constants in Sec. 6, it was 
assumed that all SUSY particles had a common mass Ms- As we have seen, the 
SUSY spectrum is split ranging from below Mz up to about 1 TeV. As a consequence 
there are threshold corrections to the RGE that describe the unification of the 
couplings. Similarly at the Gut scale, as seen in the SU(5) example of Sec. 10, we 
may expect an array of superheavy non-degenerate states with masses of 0(MG) 
which will also have threshold corrections. These corrections can modify the grand 
unification results and some analyses of these problems have been given [40]-[43]. 

We consider first the case of the low energy thresholds at Ms- For a fixed Gut 
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model defined by specific Gut parameters m0, mX/2 etc., we saw we can calculate all 
the SUSY masses and thus be able to insert the thresholds in the RGE running of 
the coupling constants. Each threshold causes a kink in af1 (Fig. 10) which shifts 
the positions of MG and aG. However, the positions of each SUSY mass depends on 
Ma and aG (from the running of the RGE) as can be seen in Sec. 12. Hence one 
has an additional dependence of the final grand unification point on the position of 
the threshold. Thus a complicated numerical analysis is needed to deal with this. 

It is possible to parameterize the SUSY thresholds phenomenologically [42]. 
Thus integrating Eq. (32) from \t = MG to n = Mz gives: 

of1 (Mz) = a^1 + 6,t0 - A, + 2 - loop (134) 
where t 0 = ln[MG/Mz]/2ir and A, are the SUSY threshold pieces, 

A« = 27E 6 i ° ) / n (M f l / ^ ) (135) 

Here b\a) is the contribution of the ath particle to the beta functions ft = 6,O?/2JT 
(each particle decoupling at its mass as one proceeds downwards from Ma). The 
A< are of course functions of the Gut parameters and can be explicitly calculated 
using Sec. 12. Instead, one may use a phenomenological parameterization defined 
by three masses M{, i = 1,2,3: 

£ bla}ln(Ma/Mz) = {If*** - bfM)ln(MifMz) (136) 

Clearly, if all SUSY particles are degenerate, Afc = Ms, but otherwise the Mi are 
distinct. Now one may use the place where <*i and a 2 intersect to define the grand 
unification point p = MG and the value of aG. Then by requiring also aa{MG) — aG 

one can predict the value of a*(Mz) (which can then be compared with experiment). 
The threshold contributions to a3(Mt) are 

25 ln(Mi/Mz) - 100 ln(M2/Mz) + 56 ln(M3/Mz) m -19 ln(Me

s

ffIMz) (137) 

which defines an effective Ms. Note however, that M%,! is different from the average 
SUSY mass since it is an average of logarithms weighted by 0 function factors, one 
of which is negative. Thus it is even possible to have M%ff < Mz. In general one 
finds that these threshold corrections are about as large as the current error flags, 
and hence will become more important as experimental errors decrease. 

An important point to remember in considering the above analysis is that 
the energy scale of supersymmetry breaking is the same of SU(2) x U(l) breaking. 
This can be seen, for example, in Fig. 9, where the mass spectrum of the third 
generation squarks, the Winos and Zinos etc. are not SU{2) x 17(1) invariant. (In 
fact, the Zifl and Wx may lie below Mz.) Thus in proceeding up in energy from Mz, 
one cannot assume SU{2) x 27(1) invariance holds in the SUSY particle region, as is 
sometimes done. 
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Figure 10: Schematic diagram showing effects of SUSY mass thresholds. The values of Ma and a G 

are shifted when threshold effects are taken into account. 

We turn next to consider the Gut scale thresholds. The physics at the Gut 
scale is unknown, and so treatment of threshold effects here are more speculative. 
In order to learn the general nature of these effects we consider the SU(5) model of 
Eqs. (77) and (78). From explicit calculation of the mass matrix one finds that the 
superheavy particles arising from the breaking of 517(5) are the following: 

(i) Two color Higgs triplet chiral multiplets transforming under SU(Z)c x SU(2)L as 
(3,1) and (3,1) with mass MH, = 5A2M. 

(ii) Two massive vector multiplets (consisting each of a massive vector boson, 
Dirac spinor and hermitian scalar) transforming as (3,2) and (3,2) with mass 
Mv - 5y/2gM, where aa = s 2/ 4*-

(Hi) Those components of the chiral multiplets of £ r not absorbed by the vector 
bosons in their mass growth. These are two degenerate representations trans
forming as (8,1) and (1,3) with masses Afg = 5A]Af/2 = Af| and a SM singlet 
with mass Aig = AiAf/2. 

Upper bounds on the Ai,2 arise by requiring that the model stay within the 
perturbative domain. We take this to mean Aî  < 2, or a\lt = X\^/4n ~ 1/3. Then 
since a^1 m 25 one has 

MV V2g -My- ~ 1 ; Mv ~ 0.2 (138) 
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Thus the superheavy particles cannot get much larger than Mv. Since the super
heavy particles are expected to be 0(MG) we will also require A1>2 > 0.01 or a\13 ~ 10~5. 
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Figure 11: Grand unification including Gut thresholds of the model of Eq. (77). The allowed region 
is that bounded by the solid quadrilateral. 

One may now run the RGE up to the Gut scale, taking into account the ad
ditional Gut thresholds. An accurate analysis requires inclusion of two loop effects. 
Fig. 11 [43] shows the effects of the Gut scale thresholds neglecting the low energy 
SUSY thresholds. Grand unification implies a correlation between MHs and a3(Mz). 
For Ai > 0.01 or A2 < 2, the horizontal line moves downwards. The effective Ms 

is assumed to obey the bounds 30 GeV < Ms < 1 TeV. The solid quadrilateral 
thus represents the allowed region of grand unification. The model thus predicts 
t*3(Mx) < 0.135 consistent with the experimental value of a3(Mz) = 0.118±0.007. At the 
1<T upper bound of a3(Mz) - 0.125, one finds Muz < 2 x 1017 GeV. Clearly, an accurate 
determination of a%{Mz) would allow further tests of this model as MHs is related to 
the proton decay rate. 

15. Models with Proton Decay 

The analysis to obtain predictions of supergravity Gut models can proceed 
as follows: One calculates the 32 SUSY masses in terms of the 4+1 parameters 
mo, mj/2, M, tan/3 and mt. One then varies these parameters over their entire range 
subject to the conditions that (i) Radiative breaking of SU(2)LxU(l)Y occurs, and (ii) 
Experimental bounds on SUSY masses are not violated. One then gets the allowed 
mass bands and correlations between SUSY masses. These are the experimental 
predictions of the model. 
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It is possible to reduce the size of the allowed parameter space by imposing 
additional constraints. Three possibilities that have been considered are: (i) Con
straints due to experimental bounds on proton decay, (ii) Cosmological constraints 
from SUSY candidates for dark matter, and (iii) Constraints from conditions on 
Yukawa couplings at the Gut scale [e.g. At(MG) = ATMG)]. We consider the first of 
these here. 

There are two main decay modes possible in SUSY Gut models: p -> e + + 
JT° and p -4 P+K+. The current 90% CL bounds from Kamiokande and 1MB are [44] 

r{p -+ e+JT°) > 5.5 x H ^ V (139) 

r{p - • uK) > 1.0 x 10*V (140) 

The decay p -* e+ir° can occur in both SUSY and non-SUSY models. It proceeds 
through the superheavy vector bosons (X", Y" in 5*7(5) theory) with mass Mv as 
shown in Fig. 12. For SUSY models, the lifetime for p -• e+ir° is given by [42]: 

A + 

0 
IT 

Figure 12: Proton decay diagram for the mode p-+e+ + jr°. 

Super Kamiokande plans to be sensitive to this mode up to about l x lo 3 4 yr. To 
be observable at this level requires (at about 90% CL) that Mv ~ 5 x io 1 8 GeV. 
Since the mean MG value is MG K 1.5 x 10" GeV, it is doubtful that this model will 
be observable at Super Kamiokande. 

The decay p -* v+K+ is specifically a supersymmetric mode and hence obser
vation of this decay would be a real indication of the validity of supergravity Guts. 
However, it does not necessarily arise in all supergravity models. We consider here 
"SUifytype* proton decay models defined as follows: 

(i) The Gut group G contains an SU(5) subgroup [or is 517(5)]. 
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(ii) The matter that remains light after G breaks to SU(3)C x SU(2)L x U(l)Y at 
MG is embedded in the usual way in the 10 and 5 representations of the 517(5) 
subgroup. 

(iii) After G breaks, there are only two light Higgs doublets which interact with 
matter, and these are embedded in the 5 and 5 of the 5*7(5) subgroup. 

(iv) There is no discrete symmetry or fine tuning condition that forbids the proton 
decay amplitude. 

The above conditions can hold for a variety of groups besides SU(5) e.g. O(10), Et 
etc. Remarkably, models obeying (i) - (iv) give rise to a universal decay amplitude 
[45, 46] for p -* F + K+ arising from the exchange of the superheavy Higgsino color 
triplet of mass MBa. A characteristic diagram is shown in Fig. 13. 

d 
u 3» 

9< 
W 

d 
u < > 

^ £ > S 

u > > U 
J 

> K + 

Figure 13: One diagram contributing to the decay amplitude for p -» V+K+. The Wino "dressing" 
converts quarks to squarks and the Hs vertices violate baryon and lepton number. There are 
additional diagrams with ve, VT final states. Also the CKM matrix elements appear at the W 
vertices allowing all three generations to enter in the loop. 

Proton decay is characteristic of grand unified models and one might ask 
under what circumstances it can be suppressed. It appears difficult to find a discrete 
symmetry that can suppress thep -> VK+ decay without introducing additional Higgs 
doublets (which would ruin grand unification) or produce some other illness. The 
only other natural way of suppressing the decay is by violating condition (ii). This 
is done in the flipped 5(7(5) x f7(i) model where the interchanges u*+d and c +* v in 
the particle embeddings suppresses proton decay. We will come back to this model 
later. 

Conditions (i) - (iv) imply the existence of an SU(5) invariant contribution 
to the Yukawa part of the superpotential of 

Wy = \yxYZwvH?MrzM]™ + \lH2XMiYM?Y (142) 
where we have used the notation of Sec. 10. It is the superheavy Hf and Jf2o 

couplings in Eq. (142) which give rise to the p-decay interaction. One may eliminate 
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these fields to obtain an effective dimension five interaction scaled by l/MBa. The 
total decay rate is 

T{p -• VK+) = £ r f r -* V i K + ) ( 1 4 3> 

where Vi = (v e,i/p,i7T). The calculation of T(p -* VK+) is rather lengthy. We state here 
the final result [46] for reference. The first generation contributions are negligible, 
and so one may limit»' to * = p,r. One can write 

T(p -> VtK+) = C^f\A?\Bi\ (144) 

where C is a chiral current algebra factor (Chadha and Daniels [45]) 

g * C T K i + m j y ( f + r ) ) d " ^ ) r 
32JT/* ma "»vv 

(D = 0.76, F = 0.48, /* = 139 MeV, mN * 938 MeV, m B = 1154 MeV, mK = 495 MeV). 
The factor A is 

J4 = ^ - m . m c ^ \ V 2 1 i 4 i A s (145) 

where V{j are CKM elements, ALfS are renormalization group factors to take the 
operator at the Gut scale to the proton scale (Ellis et al [45]). We find AL = 0.283, 
As = 0.833. The quantity pp describes the quark content of the proton, 

0& = e+cfrfi<cKL*u*lL\p> (146) 
where IPL is the proton wave function, <%L, ufL are quark operators (a,p = spinor 
indices). pp has been evaluated by lattice gauge theory [47]: 

PP = (5.6 ± 0.5) x 10 - 8 GeV3 (147) 
The loop integral Bi may be written as 

B i = =fl& Jftft, + I2i£l*l P,B3il J L . (148) 

where mf are d-quark masses and £,-,-, the contribution of jth generation particles 
in the loop to the amplitude for p -+ VtK+ may be written as 

Bji = F(u,-, d,-, IF) + (J, -• ej) (149) 
where 

FCfifad l̂fr) = [£7 COST-sin 7+/(«,-,d,-,Wi) + 

cos7 + «in7-M-,4 I ^)J - J ^ ^ ^ f [{«Ai7-»in7+/(fi«,rfi,*i) 

-COS7-coBi+f(uu,dj,W2)}- {Sii -+ u,-2}J (150) 
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with the definitions 7± = /?+ ± /?_, 

™2P±=l*»li^±£)>Y<*; v^^-M W r ( -n /J±«. / J ) (151) 

mf -ml 

„ _ / +1, sin2/? > itm2/M%y ,.... 
* ~ \ - l , sin2y3<^m2/Af^ ( 1 5 3 ' 

and 

f(ui,dj,Wk) = ma*ri/(fin,Ji,Wfc) 
+ cos2 SuifiuaJj, Wk) (154) 

with u,i and u i 2 being the u-squark mass states and 

f{a,b,c) = 2

m e - 1 -"** 2 in (^ | ) - (m t - • mc)] (155) 

Again i = 1 gives a neglegible contribution and we have include L-R mixing only for 
the t-squarks. 

In Eq. (148), the phases Pj = eio'J = 2,3 appear. These are new CP violating 
phases (independent of the CKM phase) that enter in the dimension five operators. 
Thus there are two limiting cases: P3/P2 = -1> destructive interference between the 
second and third generation contributions to the loop, and P3/P2 — +1, constructive 
interference. 

It is convenient to define the quantity 

B = [|B2|2 + |B3|2]* [Ms/1024 GeVfM x 106 GeV-1 (156) 
and using Eq. (40) (to account for the anti-correlation between Ms and MG), the 
Kamiokande experiment bound, Eq. (140), can be written as 

B £ 100 ( ^ ) GeV"1 (157) 
MG 

for 0P = 5.6 x 10"3 GeV3. The quantity B is a function of the SUSY masses (squarks, 
sleptons, Winos) and so the experimental bound on B becomes a constraint on the 
SUSY mass spectrum. 

16. Predictions for Models with Proton Decay 

We now discuss what predictions can be made for the SUSY mass spectrum 
for models possessing 5tf(5)-type proton decay. We will see, in fact, that with 
sensitivity expected in future underground and accelerator experiments, it should 
be possible to test whether these models are right or wrong. 
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Our procedure is to allow the basic parameters, m0, mi / 2 , Ao, tan/3 and mt 

to vary arbitrarily subject to the following constraints: (i) Radiative breaking of 
SU(2)L*U(1)Y occurs, (ii) Current experimental bounds on SUSY masses are obeyed, 
(iii) Two theoretical constraints are imposed: (a) No extreme fine tuning of param
eters are allowed which we quantify by requiring m$, m$ < 1 TeV, and (b) Mg, is 
0(Ma) which we quantify by requiring MHJMO < 10. 

Condition (iiia) accepts fine tuning up to about the 1% level which is about 
the limit of loop corrections. Condition (iiib) implies MH, ~ 2 x 1017 GeV. Any larger 
value of Ma, would need to include Planck physics corrections and the supergravity 
Gut theory would not be self-contained. Note also that in the simple Gut model 
discussed in Sec. 13, Fig. 9, the experimental value of as(Mz) requires a bound of 
this size for grand unification to occur. 

We review briefly now the procedure of calculation: (i) Run the one loop 
SUSY RGE from MG to Mz and impose radiative breaking on the Higgs potential, 
(ii) Calculate all 32 SUSY masses as a function of m0, m 1 / 2 , Ao, tan/3 and m«. (iii) 
Limit the parameter space so that the experimental bounds on SUSY masses are 
obeyed, (iv) Limit the parameter space so that proton decay bounds are obeyed 
(i.e. B < 1000 GeV - 1). (v) Allow parameters to vary over the remaining allowed 
regions and obtain the allowed bands of SUSY masses and the correlations between 
masses. These are the predictions that can be checked experimentally. 

The calculations discussed below are made under the following conditions: 
(1) In (i) above we neglect loop corrections to the Higgs potential. As discussed 
above, these are generally small [37]. (2) However, in (ii) above we do include the 
loop corrections to the light Higgs mass mh as these may be large, particularly for 
large m«. (3) la calculating B, we assume the distinctive interference possibility 
i.e. Pi/Pa = - 1 . This minimizes as much as possible the effects of proton decay on 
the SUSY mass spectrum. (4) Central values of CKM matrix elements are used: 
V31 = 0.011, V32 = -0.042, Vis = -0.002. (5) Only the t-quark Yukawa coupling was 
included. This is a good approximation for tan/9 < 10, which we will see is generally 
valid. 

The proton decay amplitude function B of Eq. (156) is a complicated func
tion of SUSY masses. We can get a qualitative picture of what the proton decay 
constraint implies by considering only the second generation contribution in the 
limit of large mo (i.e. m§ » M\,W%). Then B takes the simple form 

ft*—*B ^ *">• (158) 
a3sin2/? m| v ' 

where the RGE give m? s m% + (0.65)m|. An upper bound on |B 2| generally implies 
(1) an upper bound on m$ (unless m-a is very large, i.e. m| > m\ as then |B 2| ~ l/m$), 
(2) a lower bound on m0 so that m? does not get too small (again unless m} is very 
large), and (3) an upper bound on tan/? so that sin2^ does not get too small. 

The above qualititive features are exhibited in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 [48]. These 
figures also exhibit the fact that current proton decay data for p -* PK+ requires 
MH, ~ 1 x 10W GeV (MHJMG ~ 2/3). In the Gut model of Sec. 10, then, Eq. (138) 
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Figure 14: £ as a function of m 0 for m, = 125 GeV, ms - 160 GeV, tan/3 = 1.73, fi < 0. The low 
mo cutoff for At < 0 is due to ix turning tachyonic 

and the bound on Mv of Eq. (141) would make it unlikely that Super Kamiokande 
would detect the p -• e+jr° mode (and if it did, the model predicts that the p -t vK+ 

mode would be very copious). The bound on MH, also implies a3(Mz) ~ 0.114 in 
this model. 

It is convenient to consider the results as a function of MHi: 

1. MHJMG < 3 

For this case, where Af#3 is relatively small, one finds that m0 ~ 500 GeV 
and n%g ~ 450 GeV (as illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13). In addition one finds 
|A(|/m0 ~ 1.5 and 1.1 ~ tan/3 ~ 5. One expects therefore that the squarks (with 
the possible exception of ?i) and probably also gluinos will require the SSC or 
LHC to be detected. The t quark and h boson are limited to mt < 180 GeV and 
mh < 110 GeV. 

2. As one increases A/#,, the lower bound on mo decreases and the upperbound 
on ms increases. Thus for MHJMG ~ 7, ms can saturate its upper bound of 
1 TeV (though usually a large ms requires a small m0.) The allowed bands on 
tan/? and At widen a little (e.g. tan/3 ~ 8). 

3. Perhaps the most remarkable results is a set of scaling relations that hold among 
the charginos, neutralinos and gluino over most of the allowed parameter space 
[48, 49] 

2m 
2 l S m^ S mit 

(159) 
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Figure 15: B as a function of mj for mt = 125 GeV, At = -0.6m 0, tan/? = 1.73, ft < 0. An upper 
bound mo < 1 TeV implies a lower bound on m$. 

mfy ~ - ms for ft < 0; m ^ at - ms for ft > 0 (160) 

mw9 * m2, a 

In addition the Higgs boson masses obey 
mz< > m z , (161) 

m!lrSm A a!m f f * » m h (162) 
Eqs. (159) and (162) are illustrated in the example of Fig. 7. 

Eqs. (159)-(162) are a consequence of the radiative breaking equations Eqs. (89), 
which determine the parameter ft [49]. From Eqs. (123)-(125), one sees that the pa
rameters entering there depend on ml, ft2 and m$ a 3m 1 / s. Since the proton decay 
constraints require that m0 be relatively large (or if m0 is small, ms is large), the ft2 

contribution must cancel these large numbers if the r.h.s. of the first equation in 
(89) is to add up to ± Af|. Thus in general, one has ft2 » Mf, m\ (a result that often 
holds also even in the No-scale model when mo = 0, since then m 1 / 2 is often large). 
Expanding Eq. (126) in this limit gives [50] 

m, w, K l B } -
M$ytan20 

mi 
Ml 

where the 0(1//*) corrections are small. Since m^ = (02/03 )my a 0.285m£ one sees the 
origin of Eq. (160) since m ^ is increased (decreased) a small amount depending on 
whether ft is negative (positive). The secular equation (127) has two light roots and 
two heavy roots in this limit: 
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m^ Sou 2 _ ; m^ s m2 - (164) 

m^ ^ a l/i _ 1 M (1 =bsm2/3| (165) 
£ ft 

Since mi/m2 = <*i/a2 a 0.506, Eqs. (163) and (164) lead to Eq. (159) while from 
Eq. (163) and (165) one deduces Eq. (161). Finally from Eq. (123),(124) one has 
m\+ml = 2f?+ml+- • • » Mf, and expanding the formulae for the Higgs boson masses, 
Eqs. (128)-(130), one deduces Eq. (162). We note also that Eq. (162) implies that 
the h boson couplings are close to those of the SM. 

The theoretical origin of the upper bound mt ~ 180 GeV (in good agreement 
with the phenomenological result from data analysis [2]) is due to the left-right 
mixing in the squark mass matrices. Thus from Eq. (118), as mt increases the lower 
stop eigenvalue m? decreases (since the off diagonal elements increase) until mjt 

is reduced below 45 GeV (it's current experimental bound) beyond which mf is 
rapidly driven tachyonic. Thus large m, reduces the parameter space by requiring 
At and ctn (3 to decrease. But proton decay puts a lower bound on ctn p (i.e. 
tan/3 ~ 8), and so eventually the allowed parameter space is exhausted. This 
occurs for mt ~ 180 GeV. 

To illustrate the significance of the proton decay constraint, one can examine 
the class of No-scale models (where m0 = 0 = Ao) which allow proton decay. One 
finds that present data for proton decay excludes this model except in a small 
corner of the parameter space, mg ~ 900 GeV, tan/? ~ 2 [51]. Thus No-scale 
models that are phenomenologically acceptable must forbid proton decay. The one 
model that does this in a natural way is the flipped 5(7(5) x (7(1) model [32], which 
is phenomenologically acceptable and is discussed below. 

Future proton decay experiments will be able to give strong tests for models 
with proton decay. Super Kamiokande will be able to detect the p -+ VK+ mode for a 
lifetime up to 2 x 10s3 yr [52] and ICARUS expects to be able to reach 5 x 10s* yr [53]. 
To exhibit the reach of these experiments, we maximize the partial lifetime r(p -+ VK) 
at fixed m0 by varying all the other parameters over the entire allowed parameter 
space. Fig. 16 exhibits this for the case mt = 150 GeV for three characteristic values 
of MB» [54]. One can see that ICARUS can test proton decay for m0 ~ 800 GeV, 
and Super Kamiokande for m0 ~ 600 GeV. Fig. 17 shows a similar plot but with 
the parameters restricted so that m ^ > 100 GeV. Here we can see that ICARUS 
can detect proton decay over the entire allowed parameter space, m0 < 1 TeV, 
MHJMG < 10 (and Super Kamiokande over the region m0 ~ 950 GeV, MB,/MG < 10). 
Thus if ICARUS does not see proton decay, then m ^ < 100 GeV, and the Wi 
should be observable at LEP200 (and also possibly at the Tevatron). Thus we have 
the prediction that for models with proton decay obeying the conditions (i) - (Hi) 
stated at the beginning of this section, either proton decay is observable at future 
underground experiments, or the Wi is observable at LEP2 (or the Tevatron). One 
may in fact show further for the entire parameter space m6, ms < 1 TeV, MHJMG < 10, 
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Figure 16: The maximum value of r(p -* VK+) for m« = 150 GeV, ^ < 0 as all other parameters are 
varied. The three curves are for MBJMG = 3,6,10 (lower, intermediate, upper curves). ICARUS 
can detect signals below the upper horizontal line and Super Kamiokande below the lower horizontal 
line. 

that if r(p -• vK) > 1.5 x 10s3 yr (which is testable at Super Kamiokande and ICARUS) 
then either mh < 95 GeV or m& < 100 GeV i.e. either the light Higgs or the light Wi 
should be observed at LEP200 [54]. Thus models of this type can be experimentally 
checked in the near future even before the SSC or LHC are operating. 

17. Model Without Proton Decay: Flipped SU(h) x £7(1). 

As discussed in Sec. 14, proton decay is a normal feature of grand unified 
models and one must do something special in order to suppress it. One natural way 
of doing this arises in the nipped 51/(5) x 17(1) group [32]. Here particles are assigned 
to the 10 and Z representations of 51/(5) but with u ++ d and e n i / interchanges. 
There exists than a vR state, and e% is put into an St/(5) singlet representation. The 
p -• vK+ amplitude is then suppressed by a factor 0(MZ/MG) and is hence negligible. 

One difficulty with this model is that it is not fully unified at the Gut scale 
as G is still a product group. It has been proposed that unification in this model 
should actually be at the Planck scale (as one would want in string theory) rather 
than at the Gut scale [55]. This can be achieved by adding an additional pair of 10 
and 10 representations with masses arranged to delay unification until 1018 GeV. For 
aa(Mz) = 0.118 one needs a right (R) handed color triplet and left (£) handed doublet 
at masses mR « 4.5 x 10" GeV and mL = 4.1 x 10" GeV. This is illustrated in Fig. 18 
[55]. For the strict No-scale model, where Ao = m0 = 0 = B0, radiative breaking 
implies a relation between tan/? and m$. One finds that solutions exist for n > 0 only 
if mt ~ 135 GeV, and for n< 0 only if mt ~ 140 GeV. This is illustrated in Fig. 19. 
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Figure 17: The maximum value of T(J> • 
Curves are labeled as in Fig. 14. 

(GeV) 
VK+) for mt as 150 GeV, p < 0 subject to m^ > 100 GeV. 

Also for ft> 0 one has m h < 105 GeV, while for p < 0 one has m h > 100 GeV. Since the 
No-scale model has fewer parameters, it can make more precise predictions. Squark, 
gluino and slepton masses obey the following relations: m$ » m§, m?x, «mp»0.3m$, 
me-R » 0.18m5. Since the sleptons can be quite light, the tri-lepton SUSY signature 
fop-* W1+Z2+X -* (^ii'iZi)+(f2?2^i)+Jn should be accessible to the Tevatron [55]. It 
is interesting that these predictions are quite different from the 5(7(5) models, and 
so the two approaches are experimentally distinguishable. 

18. Cosmological Constraints 

The recent COBE data has given strong support to the Big Bang cosmology 
and to the inflationary scenario. COBE has measured the cosmic microwave back
ground roughly at year 300,000 and finds large scale fluctuations in temperature of 
size AT/T ~ 10~S. We define the quantity ft = p/pe where p is the mass density of the 
universe and pe is the critical mass density need to close the universe, i.e. 

P e = ZHl/SnGt, 
= lMhl x lO-'Vn/cm3 (166) 

Here H0 is the current Hubble constant, ho is the Hubble constant in units of 100 
km/secMpc, and GN is the Newtonian constant. The inflationary scenario then 
requires ft = 1. 

Recent measurements of H0 give a range of 

0.65 <ho< 0.75 (167) 
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Figure 18: a,(Q) for a3(Mz) = 0.118 in the nipped 517(5) x U(l) model with additional triplet and 
doublet states. The dotted curves are where unification would be without these additional states. 

The visable (baryonic) matter in the universe is estimated at fts ~ 0.1. Thus 
there must be a considerable amount of dark matter present in the universe if the 
inflationary scenario is valid. A popular model is to assume a mix of cold dark 
matter (CDM) and hot dark matter in the ratio of HCDM/^HDM - 2 (i.e. Sic DM a* 0.6, 
&HDM =* 0.3). This gives a good fit to the COBE and other cosmological data. 
[We note one possible problem with this picture having to do with the age of the 
universe to: For 0 = 1, one has to = 6.5 x 10B yr//»o or t0 = 10 billion years for ho = 0.65. 
However, astrophysical calculations of the age of globular clusters gives a 2a spread 
of (13 ~ to ~ 20) billion years and one would need ho ~ 0.5 to satisfy this bound.] 

It is commonly assumed that the HDM are massive r neutrinos (left over from 
the Big Bang). The contribution of massive neutrinos to ft is fi„ = (l/4/»g) (m„T/23 eV) 
giving m„T « (10) eV for fl„ = 0.3. Two experiments at CERN, CHORUS and NO
MAD, plan to measure PM — vr neutrino oscillations and should be able to detect a 
vT mass in this range (if the mixing angle 9 obeys sin2 20 ~ 2 x 10~3). 

For SUSY models with R parity, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) 
is stable. For most models the LSP is the Zx. The Zx particles created at the time 
of the Big Bang are hence a natural candidate for CDM. In general, in order not to 
overdose the universe, a minimum requirement on models with R parity is 

«z , h o<l (168) 
If the Z\ is the CDM one would need ft^Ag « 0.25 - 0.30. 

While the Z\ that were initially created cannot decay, they can annihilate in 
pairs in the early universe. The main mechanisms are via h and Z s-channel poles 
and squark and slepton t-channel poles as shown in Fig. 20. 
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Figure 19: Strict No-scale model with unification arranged to be at 101 8 GeV. Note that for fi > 0, 
the mg — tan/? relation is double valued with mt «- 135 GeV, while for fi < 0, the model predicts 
mt ~ 140 GeV. 

The calculation of ft^hg follows well known procedures [56] which we briefly 
summarize now. If n = number/vol of Zx% then n obeys a Boltzman equation in 
the early universe: 

•— = -3Rn- < ov > (n2 - n\) (169) 
where H is the Hubble constant at time t, no is the value of n at thermal equilib
rium, a is the annihilation cross section, and v is the Zx relative velocity. The first 
term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (169) represents the decrease in n due to the expansion 
of the universe (increase in volume). The collision term assumes that the annihi
lation products go quickly into equilibrium with the thermal background so that 
the inverse scattering process is governed by no. The expression <> means thermal 
average, and since annihilation generally occurs at temperatures when the Zx are 
non-relativistic, one may use the Boltzman distribution to calculate it: 

< av >= j°° dwVtOe-0'/**/ p dtrt.V'V*' (170) 

where x = kT/m^ and T is the temperature. 
It is convenient to introduce /(x) = n/r 3 , and replace * by T as the independent 

variable. Then 

* =-e{—&— > * < a v > < -̂i?> (171) 
where Nf is the number of degrees of freedom at temperature T and / 0 = no/T3 

2** 
/o = * -»/ • (172) (2irx)V2 

At large T, the Zx is in thermal equilibrium with the background and so / = /o. 
However, when the annihilation rate becomes smaller than the expansion rate, the 
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Figure 20: Annihilation processes for Z\ pairs. / = squark or slepton and / = quark or lepton. 

Z\ decouples from the background. This occurs at the "freeze out" temperature Tj. 
Then / obeys 

i-^ (!f if i2-,-.<„> A .s.,.^/^ 
dx fc3 

with boundary condition 

/(*/) =/o(*/) 
Eqs. (173),(174) allows one to solve for xf. 

r7 la'»[*//1 <->./»»* ^ j ^ ] 

(173) 

(174) 

(175) 

In general xj is small, i.e. xj w 1/20 (showing that the freeze out does indeed occur 
in the non-relativistic domain) and Eq. (175) can be solved for xj by iteration. 

Integrating Eq. (173) from xf to a* = Wo/ro^ s o, where To is the present 
temperature, one obtains the relic density at present time t0: 

-40 A * / Tf * W ) 1 / 2 

Pil=4.75xl0-^^(^-) 2.75' J(xf) 
g/cm3 

Here T7 is the current microwave background temperature, and J is 

J(xf) = I' i dx<<rv> (x)GeV - 2 

Jo 
From Eq. (166) we have then 

n Z i h o _ 2.53x10 ( ^ ) ( — ) J ( J B / ) 

(176) 

(177) 

(178) 
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In Eqs. (176) and (178), the factor (T^JT^f arises from the reheating of the photon 
temperature due to the annihilation of particles of mass less than kTf [56]. For a Z\ 
with mass of (20-50) GeV, one has [57] 

( i ! )3 SS18.5; iV/S 289.5 (179) 

Eqs. (178) and (179) allows an explicit calculation of fi^/i?, once the double integral 
J(xj) is computed. 

We come now to an important fine point. Since xf is small and hence we 
are in the non-relativistic regime, it had generally been thought previously that one 
could expand av in a power series in v2, av = a+bv2/6-\—. Then the thermal average 
becomes trivial to perform i.e. < av >a a + 6ar (since < v2 >= 6fcT/m^). However, 
as has been pointed out [58] this approximation can breakdown badly near a pole 
or threshold. The breakdown is particularly serious for the physical case at hand 
due to the narrowness of the h and Z poles [59], invalidating a good deal of the 
earlier analysis. To see what the problem is, consider the h-pole where av has the 
Breit-Wigner form 

"""V-^+Trf ( 1 8 0 > 

Here eR = (m\ - 4m| ) /m| , 7* = m f crh/m| and Ah is a constant [60]. The h width is 
r h si 2.5 x 10~3 GeV and hence 7* is very small. When one thermally averages, one 
"smears" v2, and if e* > 0 (i.e. 2m^ < m&) then when v2 « e* the integrand becomes 
very large and one can get a large enhancement in < av >. This will modify the 
value of xf and produce changes in fi^h? by factors as large as 1,000. 

In general one may calculate the integral for <av> numerically without much 
trouble and thus obtain the correct freeze out parameter 37. It is more complicated 
to calculate the double integral of J(xf) due to the singular nature of the pole. A 
convenient procedure is to do the x integral anatylically first to obtain 

Jn = n\UW h ^ € W*[ 4 + Ti J 
+ £-f t M l - i ( i&£Z£«) + ta n - i (£«) l \ (i8i) 

7« L 1R ~1R \) 

The remaining integral can then be done numerically without difficulty. A similar 
analysis can be carried out for the Z pole contributions. For the t-channel exchanges 
of sfermions, the expansion avSia + bv2/6 is good approximation as one is not near 
a singularity. 

Fig. 21 shows the ratio of the approximate value of ft to the correct value as a 
function of ms. One sees that the approximate value of SI makes a large error in the 
region prior to each pole. From Fig. 22 this is precisely the region where the correct 
n^ho < 1 and hence cosmologically acceptable. One can also see from Fig. 22, that 
the correct cosmologically allowed region is both larger and in a different ms region 
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Figure 21: nappro*/n for m 0 = 700 GeV, tan/3 = 2.25, (i > 0 for tnt = 110 GeV, j4 t/m 0 = -0.8 
(dashed), m t = 125 GeV, A,/roo = -0.4 (solid), and mt = 140 GeV, A»/m0 = 0.0 (dotted). The 
h and Z poles occur where the curves steeply go from positive to negative. 

then for the approximate calculation, showing that the approximate analysis can 
lead to significant error. 
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Figure 22: fihg (solid) and (JWiJDappro* (dashed) for mt = 125 GeV, m0 = 700 GeV, tan0 = 1.88, 
At /mo = 0.5, /i > 0 in the vacinity of the h pole. 

We now turn to consider the effect on the parameter space implied by the 
cosmological constraint of Eq. (168). For the flipped No-scale model (m 1 / 2 » m0) one 
generally finds fiftg < l, so no additional condition is implied [55]. For models where 
m0 is not zero, one generally finds n/»g to be large, e.g. O(10) except, as illustrated 
in Figs. 21 and 22 in the region prior to the h and Z poles. Thus for the h pole, 
this would imply an allowed region where 2m^ < mh and since the Z\ and gluino 
masses scale, to a band of allowed gluino masses. The cosmological constraint then 
reduces the five dimensional parameter space (m$, mo, M, tan£ and mt) to a five 
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dimensional shell with thickness in m$ of « (5 - 125) GeV thick. This is illustrated 
in Figs. 23 and 24. In Fig. 23, the allowed region between the two solid lines comes 
from the region where 2m% < mj, while the region between the dashed curves comes 
from the Z pole contribution. Sometimes, these two regions overlap, leading to one 
large allowed region. An example of this is illustrated in Fig. 24. 
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Figure 23: Allowed m$ region as a function of At for rat = 125 GeV, mo = 600 GeV, tan 0 = 2.73, 
fi > 0. The allowed region is that between the two solid lines (from the h pole) and that between 
the two dashed lines (from the Z pole). 
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Figure 24: Allowed m$ region as a function of At for mt = 140 GeV, mo = 700, tan/9 = 2.75, fi > 0. 

As a final point we consider the combined relic density constraint Eq. (168) 
and proton decay constraint. Both of these could operate in a supergravity Gut 
model with R parity and S(7(5)-type proton decay. The regions allowed by relic den
sity constraint in Figs. 23 and 24 also obey the current proton decay experimental 
bounds with MBJMC < 6 (B < 600 GeV"1). Fig. 25 shows the value of the proton decay 
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amplitude B for the region allowed by the relic density constraint for m0 = 700 GeV 
as a function of At (as one varies all other parameters) for mt = no GeV, 125 GeV 
and 140 GeV. Note that the allowed region increases with m,. The region below the 
horizontal line is that allowed by proton decay for MBJMG < 6. For MUa/MG < 10 
this line would be at B = 1000 GeV-1. The simultaneous relic density and proton 
decay constraints reduce the allowed parameter space. However, a considerable re
gion is still allowed. For MHJMa < 6, one finds that the combined constraints imply 
mh < 105 GeV, m^ < 100 GeV, m2l ~ 50 GeV and m, S 165 GeV. These bounds 
are relaxed somewhat if one raises MHi to MuJMG < 10 (and there are small corners 
in parameter space where m ^ « 300 GeV and miv «150 GeV). 

1400 

Atlm0 

Figure 25: Proton decay amplitude B as a function of At for m 0 = 700 GeV. The dashed line is for 
mt = 110 GeV, the solid line for mt = 125 GeV and the dotted line for m, = 140 GeV. (The gap in 
the central region for m, = 110 GeV is due to the requirement m f c > 60 GeV.) The region allowed 
by the relic density constraint is between the upper and lower curves. 

19. Concluding Remarks 

Several proposals currently exist to remedy the theoretical weaknesses of the 
Standard Model. Supersymmetry offers a solution to the gauge hierarchy problem 
in that it offers a natural way for the quadratic divergences of the Higgs self energy 
to cancel. However, it does this at the expense of greatly enlarging the theoreti
cal structure. Thus the number of particles in the low energy domain is doubled. 
Further, in order to obtain a phenomenologically acceptable way of spontaneously 
breaking supersymmetry, one is lead to promoting it to a local gauge symmetry i.e. 
supergravity. Here, supersymmetry breaking arises from Planck scale interactions, 
implying that one is dealing with a theory whose natural energy scale is high above 
the electroweak scale. The recent data, suggesting the validity of supersymmet-
ric grand unification supports this view and implies also the existance of a desert 
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between the two scales. Thus the simplest way of consistently implementing the 
supersymmetric solution to the gauge hierarchy problem is within the framework of 
supergravity grand unification. 

Such an enlargement of the theoretical structure would be unreasonable were 
it not for two things. First, one can control the unknown nature of the Planck scale 
interactions which give rise to supersymmetry breaking by imposing simple phe-
nomenological constraints i.e. the absence of flavor changing neutral interactions, 
and the existance of grand unification. This then allows one to parameterize the 
supersymmetry breaking sector in terms of only four unknown constants. Hence 
the masses, production cross sections, decay widths etc. of the 32 new SUSY par
ticles can be obtained in terms of these four new parameters. Second, throughout 
the entire energy domain, the theory stays within the perturbative domain. As a 
consequence, explicit calculations of the predictions of the theory can be made and 
the theoretical extrapolations made can be experimentally tested. How to calcu
late some of the consequences of supergravity grand unified models is given in this 
report. Some of the more natural models should be tested experimentally in the 
relatively near future, with detailed tests requiring the SSC or LHC. 

There are a number of important questions not explained by supergravity 
models. Perhaps the most important is the nature of the quark and lepton mass 
matrices, and this may require Planck scale physics to understand. Superstring 
theory has the capability of deducing Yukawa couplings, though the huge number 
of candidate string vacua and the problem of supersymmetry breaking in string 
theory has inhibited progress in this direction. There have been, however, recent 
phenomenological analyses of mass matrices [61] based on the idea that the gener
ational hierarchy is scaled by Ma/Mpe, implying a Planck physics origin of at least 
the first two generations mass. Finally we mention the important question of the 
origin of CP violation. Supergravity models appear to shed no light on this ques
tion either. CP violation may also be a Planck physics phenomena (in the Standard 
Model CP violation is characterized by a phase in the CKM matrix and hence is 
related to the quark mass matrix). More experimental data is obviously needed to 
understand this phenomena better. 
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